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Abstract 

∎ Egyptian President Abdel Fatah al-Sisi has consolidated his authoritarian 

regime in recent years. This has been accompanied by a significant in-

crease in Cairo’s foreign debt, which more than tripled between June 2013 

and March 2022. 

∎ The country’s debt policy was directly linked to the presidential centre of 

power. The government managed a well-choreographed mix of incentives, 

threats, and concealment that made it possible to take out more and more 

new loans. 

∎ The Egyptian military, on whose support President Sisi is dependent in 

order to assert his claim to power, is the main beneficiary of the debt 

policy. External debt helped to protect the revenues and assets of the 

armed forces, to finance major projects in which they could earn signifi-

cant money, and to pursue an expansive military build-up. 

∎ The instrumentalisation of debt policy for power politics increases the 

risk that Egypt will no longer be able to service its liabilities in the future. 

∎ Above all, however, the misallocation of scarce financial resources under-

mines the socio-economic development of the country and promotes police-

state repression. The latter, in turn, favours the political instrumentalisa-

tion of debt policy for power politics, as it prevents any control of govern-

ment action. 

∎ In the future, Germany and its European partners should therefore tie bi-

lateral lending as well as support for Egypt in its negotiations with inter-

national financial institutions to two conditions: firstly, the dismantling 

of military economic activities – whereby the assets of the armed forces 

must also be disclosed – and secondly, concrete steps towards ending 

police-state repression. 
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Issues and Recommendations 

Loans for the President. External Debt 
and Power Consolidation in Egypt 

Since the military took power in Cairo in summer 

2013, former army chief and current president Abdel 

Fatah al-Sisi has successfully expanded his rule. The 

consolidation of his authoritarian regime has been 

accompanied by a significant increase in Egypt’s for-

eign debt. As a result of aid from international finan-

cial institutions, intergovernmental loans, and the 

issuance of government bonds on the international 

capital market, this has more than tripled between 

June 2013 and March 2022, raising the external debt-

to-GDP ratio from 15 per cent to approximately more 

than 35 per cent. And there is no end in sight. Due 

to expected balance of payments problems, in March 

2022 Egypt again had to ask the International Mon-

etary Fund (IMF) for help – for the fourth time in six 

years. At the end of October, the IMF announced a 

staff-level agreement with the Egyptian government 

on a new reform programme to be supported by a 

46-month Extended Fund Facility Arrangement of 

US$3 billion. 

This study examines the relationship between the 

consolidation of power and foreign debt policy. The 

question is raised of how the government of a highly 

indebted country such as Egypt was able to obtain 

loans on such a large scale and dispose of them largely 

at its own discretion. The answer can be found in the 

well-choreographed approach of the Egyptian govern-

ment, which relied on a policy mix of incentives, 

threats, and concealment. This included partial eco-

nomic reform concessions to international financial 

institutions as well as lucrative state contracts to 

foreign companies, the instrumentalisation of other 

policy fields, and the concealment of the actual debt 

situation. The operational prerequisite for this was 

the close connection of debt policy to the presidential 

power centre and the appointment of experienced 

technocrats with excellent international connections 

into important positions. 

The Egyptian military, on whose support President 

Sisi was directly dependent to consolidate his power, 

was a main beneficiary of the borrowing. Thanks to 

external loans, the government did not have to access 

the assets of the armed forces to finance budget defi-

cits. Moreover, the army benefited from public con-
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tracts for infrastructure projects, which were also en-

abled, at least in part, by loans. And finally, external 

borrowing facilitated the country’s excessive rearma-

ment. Despite scarce state resources, Egypt has risen 

to become the third-largest arms importer worldwide 

in recent years. 

For Germany and its European partners, this devel-

opment is problematic for two reasons. On the one 

hand, the instrumentalisation of debt policy for the 

sake of power politics is economically unsustainable. 

The increasing risk that Egypt will no longer be able 

to service its liabilities in the medium and long term 

would also financially affect a number of European 

states. For Germany, Egypt is now the largest debtor 

among the developing countries, measured in terms 

of claims on development aid loans. Added to this are 

extensive budget support and, above all, a considera-

ble indemnification risk that the federal government 

takes on when securing export credits. The latter 

could rise to a volume of up to €10 billion in the 

medium term, as Berlin is granting new loan guar-

antees to support the expansion of Egypt’s railway 

infrastructure by Siemens. 

On the other hand, the flagrant misallocation of 

scarce financial resources hinders the socio-economic 

development of the most populous country on the 

Mediterranean with more than 100 million people. 

Available funds do not flow into productive invest-

ments for the future, but seep into economically 

questionable infrastructure projects and serve, at least 

indirectly, to finance police-state repression. This is 

not only problematic with regard to the human rights 

situation, but also with regard to Egypt’s long-term 

political stability. If the country collapses, there is 

the threat of increasing migration pressure and the 

export of terrorist violence. 

The German government should therefore work – 

if possible together with its European partners – 

towards an end to the power politics instrumentalisa-

tion of Cairo’s debt policy. In doing so, it cannot rely 

on the IMF – on whose support Egypt will continue 

to depend in the future – to exert corresponding 

pressure on the Sisi administration. Instead, it should 

take a clear position and tie bilateral loans and debt 

conversions – as well as its support for Egypt in 

negotiations with international financial institutions, 

first and foremost the IMF – to two central condi-

tions: 

∎ First, the Egyptian leadership must credibly begin 

to dismantle the military’s economic activities. 

This not only includes the privatisation of army 

companies in the civilian sector. It also requires 

disclosing the assets and financial flows of the 

armed forces. As long as the government cannot 

credibly show that the country’s funding needs 

cannot be covered by its own resources, the grant-

ing of new external loans does not seem to be very 

effective. 

∎ Second, concrete steps must be taken to end police-

state repression in the country. This is not only a 

challenge for the values-based foreign policy propa-

gated by the German government. Rather, without 

a minimum of separation of powers, an independ-

ent civil society, and a free press – in other words, 

at least a certain degree of checks and balances – 

it will not be possible to prevent Egypt’s debt policy 

from being instrumentalised for power politics in 

the future either. 
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On 3 July 2013, the military took power in Egypt. The 

coup was the starting point for the establishment of 

an authoritarian regime under the leadership of the 

former defence minister and current president Abdel 

Fatah al-Sisi. Through the violent suppression of pro-

tests,1 the imprisonment of thousands of opposition 

members,2 the extensive synchronisation of the 

media,3 and state-controlled, unfree elections,4 Sisi 

succeeded in consolidating his power in the following 

years. In terms of state finances, however, the con-

ditions for this consolidation of power were extremely 

unfavourable. Egypt was on the verge of insolvency in 

2013. In the spring of that year, the country’s foreign 

exchange reserves were not even sufficient to cover 

imports for three months – a critical value from the 

IMF’s point of view. In the end, the three Gulf monar-

chies Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, and the United Arab Emir-

ates (UAE) provided decisive support. They pledged 

US$12 billion in financial and commodity aid, thus 

ensuring Egypt’s solvency for the time being5 and in 

 

1 Human Rights Watch (HRW), All According to Plan – The 

Rab’a Massacre and Mass Killings of Protesters in Egypt (12 August 

2014), https://www.hrw.org/report/2014/08/12/all-according-

plan/raba-massacre-and-mass-killings-protesters-egypt. 

2 Patricia Jannack and Stephan Roll, Political Prisoners in Sisi’s 

Egypt. Arbitrary Detention As an Obstacle to German Stabilisation 

Efforts, SWP Comment 49/2021 (Berlin: Stiftung Wissenschaft 

und Politik, September 2021), https://www.swp-berlin.org/ 

publikation/political-prisoners-in-sisis-egypt. 

3 Reporters Without Borders (RSF), Less Press Freedom than 

Ever in Egypt, 10 Years after Revolution, 22 January 2021, https:// 

rsf.org/en/less-press-freedom-ever-egypt-10-years-after-

revolution. 

4 “Another Sham Election Highlights Egypt’s Problems”, 

The Economist, 22 October 2020, https://www.economist.com/ 

middle-east-and-africa/2020/10/22/another-sham-election-

highlights-egypts-problems. 

5 Mohsin Khan and Richard LeBaron, What Will the Gulf’s 

$12 Billion Buy in Egypt? MENASource (Atlantic Council, 11 

effect sponsoring the military’s takeover of power. 

However, by 2014 at the latest, Sisi was faced with the 

question of how to meet the country’s financial needs 

in the medium and long term. 

For the new president, it was not only a matter 

of covering existing budget deficits, which had been 

growing due to years of economic crisis. Rather, Sisi 

also needed financial resources to secure the loyalty 

of his supporters, first and foremost the armed forces. 

Since the founding of the Republic of Egypt in 1953, 

the army has been the centre of power in the country. 

It not only controlled a “state within the state”,6 it 

rested also “above the state”.7 Through its sheer size, 

its tight organisation, and its comparatively good 

equipment, it held the state monopoly on the use of 

force, and thus also controlled other institutions such 

as the Ministry of Interior and the judiciary. In order 

to consolidate his power, Sisi needed the support of 

the military leadership, the Supreme Council of the 

Armed Forces. In return, the generals expected Sisi 

to further expand the dominant position of the armed 

forces in politics and the economy and to secure it 

over the long term.8 

As a response to this challenge, Sisi initiated a para-

digm shift by starting to increase Egypt’s foreign debt, 

 

July 2013), https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/blogs/mena 

source/what-will-the-gulfs-12-billion-buy-in-egypt. 

6 See also Stephan Roll and Jessica Noll, “Die Hü ̈ter ihres 

Staates: die Militärs und ihre Herrschaft in Ägypten”, in 

Naher Osten, Informationen zur politischen Bildung, vol. 331, 

ed. Bundeszentrale für politische Bildung (Bonn, December 

2016), 34. 

7 For a more comprehensive analysis, see Yezid Sayigh, 

Above the State. The Officers’ Republic in Egypt (Washington, D.C.: 

Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, 2012), https:// 

carnegieendowment.org/files/officers_republic1.pdf. 

8 See Stephan Roll, “Managing Change: How Egypt’s Mili-

tary Leadership Shaped the Transformation”, Mediterranean 

Politics 2, no. 1 (2016): 23–43 (34ff.), https://www.tandf 

online.com/doi/full/10.1080/13629395.2015.1081452. 
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The challenge: Foreign debt to consolidate power 

which had been kept at a low level since 1991. At 

that time, the heavily indebted country had benefited 

from extensive debt relief in return for Cairo’s par-

ticipation in the US-led military coalition against Iraq 

in the wake of the Second Gulf War.9 After that, Presi-

dent Husni Mubarak (1981 to 2011) relied primarily 

on domestic loans to prevent Egypt from becoming 

dependent on external lenders.10 Under Sisi’s leader-

ship, on the other hand, there has been a significant 

 

9 In total, Egypt’s debts were cancelled by about 50 per 

cent in the context of the Gulf War. However, this debt relief 

was linked to extensive IMF-supported reforms. They forced 

the Egyptian leadership to abandon its state-centred develop-

ment model, at least to some extent. See Bruce K. Rutherford, 

Egypt after Mubarak: Liberalism, Islam, and Democracy in the Arab 

World (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2008), 137ff. 

10 See Amr Adly, The Economics of Egypt’s Rising Authoritarian 

Order (Washington, D.C.: Carnegie Endowment for Inter-

national Peace, 2014), 5, https://carnegieendowment.org/ 

files/econ_egypt_authoritarian_order.pdf. 

increase in external borrowing. Between June 2013 

and March 2022, Cairo’s external debt increased from 

around US$43 billion to more than US$157 billion, 

or, in relation to GDP, from 15 per cent to approxi-

mately more than 35 per cent. Excluding foreign ex-

change reserves, external debt-to-GDP ratio had more 

than tripled. And its share of total debt has also in-

creased noticeably since then – from just under 18 

per cent in 2013 to more than 40 per cent in 2022 

(see Figure 1). 

In light of more recent political economy research, 

this development is by no means surprising. Debt 

allows a non-democratically legitimised government 

to generate revenue in the short term without having 

to tax its citizens11 – a favourable situation especially 

 

11 Kevin M. Morrison, “Oil, Nontax Revenue, and the 

Redistributional Foundations of Regime Stability”, Inter-

national Organization 63, no. 1 (2009): 107–38, https:// 

doi.org/10.1017/S0020818309090043. Debt is seen here as 

Figure 1 

 

 

https://carnegieendowment.org/files/econ_egypt_authoritarian_order.pdf
https://carnegieendowment.org/files/econ_egypt_authoritarian_order.pdf
https://doi.org/10.1017/S0020818309090043
https://doi.org/10.1017/S0020818309090043
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in the process of consolidating power. Although it is 

usually difficult, due to institutional hurdles, for gov-

ernments in democratic systems to use credit for their 

personal political survival, there are no such restric-

tions in authoritarian systems.12 Accordingly, authori-

tarian leaders more often resort to the instrument 

of foreign debt13 to consolidate the loyalty of their 

coalition of supporters, to buy new allegiance from 

previous opponents, or to finance police-state repres-

sion against opposition groups and dissidents.14 

Less attention has been paid in research, however, 

to the question of how authoritarian regimes conduct 

debt policy. Especially for the leaderships of poorer 

countries, two concrete challenges arise here, which 

become very apparent in the example of Egypt. First, 

it was by no means easy for Cairo to obtain new exter-

nal loans. With a national debt (domestic and ex-

ternal) of 84 per cent of its GDP, Egypt was already 

heavily indebted at the time of the military takeover 

in July 2013.15 The country was unable to refinance 

itself easily on the international capital market. 

Rather, the confidence of portfolio investors was ex-

hausted. 

Second, not every loan could be used for power-

political purposes. Project-linked loans, for example, 

were less attractive from this perspective, unless they 

were used to finance projects that primarily served 

political purposes. Budget support, on the other hand, 

had to be free of too strict conditions that would have 

endangered the consolidation of power. Moreover, 

it was important to avoid creating strong political 

dependencies on external actors. Borrowing abroad 

thus became a balancing act that required tight con-

trol by the political decision centre. 

 

having a similar effect to resource rents (e.g. from oil). The 

author does point out that over-indebtedness can also lead 

to a financial crisis and the associated political instability. 

However, the problem then lies in the lack of ability to ob-

tain new loans, and not in the borrowing as such. 

12 Matthew R. DiGiuseppe and Patrick Shea, “Borrowed 

Time: Sovereign Finance, Regime Type, and Leader Survival”, 

Economics & Politics 28, no. 3 (2016): 342–67 (346), https:// 

ssrn.com/abstract=2846191. 

13 See in particular Thomas Oatley, “Political Institutions 

and Foreign Debt in the Developing World”, International 

Studies Quarterly 54, no. 1 (2010): 175–95, https://www.jstor. 

org/stable/40664242. 

14 DiGiuseppe and Shea, “Borrowed Time” (see note 12), 344. 

15 International Monetary Fund (IMF), “IMF Datamapper: 

Egypt Datasets”, https://www.imf.org/external/datamapper/ 

profile/EGY/WEO. 

https://ssrn.com/abstract=2846191
https://ssrn.com/abstract=2846191
https://www.jstor.org/stable/40664242
https://www.jstor.org/stable/40664242
https://www.imf.org/external/datamapper/profile/EGY/WEO
https://www.imf.org/external/datamapper/profile/EGY/WEO
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Even before the military coup of 2013, the institutional 

framework to instrumentalise the state’s debt policy 

for power politics were largely in place in Egypt. In 

the 1970s, the regime had developed a complex legis-

lative framework that significantly limited the formal 

budgetary rights of the legislature, and thus its say in 

borrowing.16 Under President Sisi, these obstacles to 

parliament remained and were even strengthened in 

some cases. Because there was a lack of impact assess-

ment of the long-term financial effects of legislative 

initiatives, the legislature had little insight into the 

development of public debt.17 A series of shadow 

budgets remained essentially outside parliamentary 

control.18 And the right of parliament to modify the 

government’s draft budget, introduced under Presi-

dent Mubarak in 2007, was made subject to the pro-

viso in the 2014 constitutional amendment that such 

interventions should not burden citizens. This con-

dition made it impossible for parliamentarians to 

introduce an adjustment of taxes or levies as an alter-

native to borrowing.19 

 

16 Mohamed Zaky and Sarah El Khishin, Fiscal Governance 

in Egypt: Strengthening Budgetary Institutions to Counteract Political 

Fragmentation, Working Paper no. 1027 (Giza: Economic 

Research Forum, 2016), 21, https://erf.org.eg/publications/ 

fiscal-governance-in-egypt-strengthening-budgetary-insti 

tutions-to-counteract-political-fragmentation/. 

17 Lobna M. Abdellatif et al., “Transparency of Law Making 

and Fiscal Democracy in the Middle East”, Public Sector Econo-

mies 43, no. 1 (2019), especially 59ff., http://www.pse-journal. 

hr/en/archive/transparency-of-law-making-and-fiscal-democ 

racy-in-the-middle-east_3668/. 

18 Yezid Sayigh, Owners of the Republic: An Anatomy of Egypt’s 

Military Economy (Washington, D.C.: Carnegie Endowment 

for International Peace, 2019), 297–330, https://carnegie-

mec.org/2019/11/18/owners-of-republic-anatomy-of-egypt-s-

military-economy-pub-80325. 

19 Zaky and El Khishin, Fiscal Governance in Egypt (see note 16), 

20ff. 

Above all, Sisi ensured that the Egyptian parlia-

ment could not become an independent player in the 

country’s political power structure. The parliamen-

tary elections held in 2015 and 2020 were “neither 

free nor fair”.20 In the run-up to the elections, domestic 

intelligence services appeared to be heavily involved 

in nominating candidates and drawing up electoral 

lists.21 Despite considerable state mobilisation, the 

elections were not taken seriously by much of the 

population.22 As a result, parliament remained “largely 

a rubber-stamp institution without the competencies 

and/or willingness to monitor the executive”.23 

Parliamentary negotiations on the budget were cor-

respondingly inconsequential. In the past, there had 

always been loud protests against the government’s 

draft budgets and its debt policy.24 In the end, how-

ever, the budget was always passed, not infrequently 

 

20 “Egypt”, in Freedom House, ed. Freedom in the World 2021, 

https://freedomhouse.org/country/egypt/freedom-world/2021. 

21 Ahmed Morsy, “Egypt’s Elections and Parliament: Old 

Habits Never Die” (Washington, D.C.: The Tahrir Institute 

for Middle East Policy, 26 March 2021), https://timep.org/ 

commentary/analysis/egypts-elections-and-parliament-old-

habits-never-die/; Hossam Bahgat, “Anatomy of an Election”, 

mada, 14 March 2016, https://www.madamasr.com/en/2016/ 

03/14/feature/politics/anatomy-of-an-election/; Maged Man-

dour, Sisi’s Relentless Repression (Washington, D.C.: Carnegie 

Endowment for International Peace, sada, 25 January 2021), 

https://carnegieendowment.org/sada/83719. 

22 This is shown by the low turnout. See also “Low Turn-

out As Egyptians Shun Elections Designed to Shore up Sisi”, 

The Guardian, 19 October 2015, https://www.theguardian. 

com/world/2015/oct/18/egypt-parliamentary-elections-shore-

up-sisi. 

23 “Egypt”, BTI Transformation Index, https://bti-project.org/ 

en/reports/country-dashboard/EGY. 

24 Al-Masry Al-Youm, “Egyptian MPs Criticize Rise of Pub-

lic Debt to LE 5 Trillion, Warn against Corruption”, Egypt 

Independent, 9 February 2021, https://egyptindependent.com/ 

egyptian-mps-criticize-rise-of-public-debt-to-le-5-trillion-

warn-against-corruption/. 
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https://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/oct/18/egypt-parliamentary-elections-shore-up-sisi
https://bti-project.org/en/reports/country-dashboard/EGY
https://bti-project.org/en/reports/country-dashboard/EGY
https://egyptindependent.com/egyptian-mps-criticize-rise-of-public-debt-to-le-5-trillion-warn-against-corruption/
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in a fast-track procedure, and even critics often voted 

for it in the end.25 Demands from various parliamen-

 

25 Rania Rabeaa Elabd, “What Makes Egypt’s Budget 

So Controversial?” Al-Monitor, 6 July 2016, https://www.al-

monitor.com/originals/2016/07/egypt-budget-constitution-

controversy-sisi-requirements.html. In April 2022, the 

finance minister announced the creation of an ad hoc com-

mittee tasked with studying “the file of foreign borrowing 

and restrict it to very narrow”. See Gamal Essam El-Din, 

“Egypt Forms Committee to Restrict Foreign Borrowing ‘to 

Very Narrow Limits:’ Finance Minister to Parliament”, ahram-

tary committees to create a debt ceiling remained 

inconsequential.26 

 

online, 19 April 2022, https://english.ahram.org.eg/News 

Content/1/64/464879/Egypt/Politics-/Egypt-forms-committee-

to-restrict-foreign-borrowin.aspx. 

26 Nadia Mabrouk, “Parliamentary Committees Are Making 

Noise about Plans to Address Egypt’s Public Debt”, Al-Monitor, 

21 September 2018, https://www.al-monitor.com/originals/ 

2018/09/egypt-public-debt-parliament-committee-

management-loan-grant.html. 

Box 1 
The two masterminds behind Egypt’s debt policy 

With Tarek Amer and Mahmoud Mohieldin, two old acquaint-

ances gained significant influence over Egypt’s debt policy be-

tween 2015 and 2022. Both had worked closely together during 

the last decade of Husni Mubarak’s presidency and played a 

major role in steering the country’s economic and financial 

policy. Amer was deputy governor of the Central Bank of Egypt 

(CBE) between 2003 and 2008, responsible for the design and 

implementation of financial-sector reforms; he then took over 

the leadership of Egypt’s largest state bank, the National Bank 

of Egypt (NBE). Mohieldin coordinated the government’s eco-

nomic liberalisation policy as Minister of Investment between 

2004 and 2010.
a
 

Mohieldin’s good relations with the political power centre at 

that time were particularly obvious. As a close confidant of the 

president’s son Gamal Mubarak, he not only became chairman 

of the influential economic committee of the then all-powerful 

National Democratic Party (NDP), he was also a member of the 

ruling party’s politburo.
b
 Amer, on the other hand, was spon-

sored by CBE chief Farouq al-Okdah, who, because of his mili-

tary background, was considered a close confidant of Husni 

Mubarak.
c
 

With the political upheaval in 2011, both officials initially 

lost their political influence. Amer remained at the head of the 

NBE until 2013, but his access to the centre of power seemed 

limited until he became head of the CBE in 2015 – a position 

he kept until August 2022. During this time, he may have had 

the best contacts with the political leadership, not only because  

 of his own position, but also thanks to his wife, Dalia Khorshid. 

According to press reports, Khorshid had been managing the 

numerous investments of Egypt’s foreign intelligence service 

in the country’s media sector since 2017.
d
 

Mohieldin, in turn, moved to the World Bank as Managing 

Director shortly before the start of the uprising in Cairo. In 2013 

he became Senior Vice President and was responsible, among 

other things, for the development programme “2030 Develop-

ment Agenda”. After other ministers of the last cabinet under 

Mubarak were accused of corruption, he apparently initially 

avoided entering Egypt.
e
 Only after Amer’s appointment as head 

of the CBE was he again regularly present in his home country. 

Finally, in 2020, he was elected IMF Executive Director at the 

instigation of the Egyptian government. 

The fact that President Sisi chose two top officials of the 

Mubarak era to implement his debt policy can be explained not 

only by their many years of experience and international net-

works, but also by another thing the two have in common. Both 

Amer and Mohieldin are nephews of well-known members of 

the so-called Free Officers – the small group of military officers 

that not only deposed the king in 1952, and thus enabled the 

emergence of today’s Republic of Egypt, but also established the 

role of the military as a state within the state. In the country’s 

military establishment, the families of these officers are still 

held in high esteem today. For Sisi, who is considered extremely 

distrustful of actors outside the security apparatus, this factor 

may well be of significance. 

a On the work of Amer and Mohieldin in the Mubarak era, 

see Stephan Roll, Geld und Macht, Finanzsektorreformen und politische 

Bedeutungszunahme der Unternehmer- und Finanzelite in Ägypten (Ber-

lin: Hans Schiler, 2010). 

b Rutherford, Egypt after Mubarak (see note 9), 220. 

c See Roll, Geld und Macht (see note a), 236. 

d Hossam Bahgat, “Looking into the Latest Acquisition of 

Egyptian Media Companies by General Intelligence”, Mada, 

21 December 2017, https://www.madamasr.com/en/2017/ 

12/21/feature/politics/looking-into-the-latest-acquisition-of-

egyptian-media-companies-by-general-intelligence/. 

 e Emad Mekay, “World Bank Unmoved As Allegations Build 

around Official”, Inter Press Service, 9 August 2011, http://www. 

ipsnews.net/2011/08/world-bank-unmoved-as-allegations-build-

around-official/. Mohieldin was accused of such allegations after 

2011, but they did not lead to him being charged in Egypt. 

See also “World Bank Managing Director Mahmoud Mohieldin 

Facing Corruption Allegations” (Washington, D.C.: Government 

Accountability Project, 27 April 2011), https://whistleblower.org/ 

uncategorized/world-bank-managing-director-mahmoud-

mohieldin-facing-corruption-allegations/. 

https://www.al-monitor.com/originals/2016/07/egypt-budget-constitution-controversy-sisi-requirements.html
https://www.al-monitor.com/originals/2016/07/egypt-budget-constitution-controversy-sisi-requirements.html
https://www.al-monitor.com/originals/2016/07/egypt-budget-constitution-controversy-sisi-requirements.html
https://english.ahram.org.eg/NewsContent/1/64/464879/Egypt/Politics-/Egypt-forms-committee-to-restrict-foreign-borrowin.aspx
https://english.ahram.org.eg/NewsContent/1/64/464879/Egypt/Politics-/Egypt-forms-committee-to-restrict-foreign-borrowin.aspx
https://english.ahram.org.eg/NewsContent/1/64/464879/Egypt/Politics-/Egypt-forms-committee-to-restrict-foreign-borrowin.aspx
https://www.al-monitor.com/originals/2018/09/egypt-public-debt-parliament-committee-management-loan-grant.html
https://www.al-monitor.com/originals/2018/09/egypt-public-debt-parliament-committee-management-loan-grant.html
https://www.al-monitor.com/originals/2018/09/egypt-public-debt-parliament-committee-management-loan-grant.html
https://www.madamasr.com/en/2017/12/21/feature/politics/looking-into-the-latest-acquisition-of-egyptian-media-companies-by-general-intelligence/
https://www.madamasr.com/en/2017/12/21/feature/politics/looking-into-the-latest-acquisition-of-egyptian-media-companies-by-general-intelligence/
https://www.madamasr.com/en/2017/12/21/feature/politics/looking-into-the-latest-acquisition-of-egyptian-media-companies-by-general-intelligence/
http://www.ipsnews.net/2011/08/world-bank-unmoved-as-allegations-build-around-official/
http://www.ipsnews.net/2011/08/world-bank-unmoved-as-allegations-build-around-official/
http://www.ipsnews.net/2011/08/world-bank-unmoved-as-allegations-build-around-official/
https://whistleblower.org/uncategorized/world-bank-managing-director-mahmoud-mohieldin-facing-corruption-allegations/
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As a result, debt policy was thus completely con-

trolled by the executive, which in the country’s 

authoritarian system is effectively under the control 

of the presidential centre of power. It was up to a 

small circle of technocrats to decide on the raising of 

new debt and the strategic approach to negotiations 

with creditors. Between 2015 and 2022, two people 

who had already shaped the country’s economic 

and financial policy in important functions under 

Mubarak (see Box 1, p. 11) had a decisive level of 

influence. 

Banker Tarek Amer replaced the hapless Hisham 

Ramez as head of the CBE at the end of 2015. The 

latter had apparently lost favour with the president 

because he opposed a stronger devaluation of the 

Egyptian pound and criticised the regime’s costly 

infrastructure projects.27 In 2016, Amer was instru-

mental in negotiations with the IMF that led to the 

finalisation of a three-year loan agreement. He also 

steered Egypt’s return to the international bond mar-

ket, which was made possible by the agreement. 

The economist Mahmoud Mohieldin – until then 

Senior Vice President of the World Bank – was 

appointed Executive Director of the IMF in 2020 on 

Egypt’s recommendation and at the behest of a num-

ber of Arab states. He is thus significantly involved 

in the negotiations between Cairo and the IMF. How-

ever, Mohieldin was apparently already supporting 

Egypt’s political leadership with his economic exper-

tise and international contacts in the years prior. 

This is indicated not only by his appearances at offi-

cial events in the country, but also by the fact that 

younger economists associated with him reached 

strategically important government positions. In par-

ticular, Rania al-Mashat,28 who as Minister for Inter-

national Cooperation is involved in negotiations with 

external donors, and Ahmed Kouchouk,29 who since 

 

27 Mansour Kamel, “The Lack of Coordination between 

the Government and the Central Bank and the Statements 

of ‘Ramez’ Are the Main Reasons for the Removal” (Arabic), 

Al-Masry al-Youm (online), 21 October 2015, 

https://www.almasryalyoum.com/news/details/831123. 

28 Rania al-Mashat, who initially worked for the IMF, was 

brought back to Egypt by Mohieldin in 2005 to help reform 

the central bank in a position of responsibility, see Yasmine 

Hassan, “Meet Egypt’s Tourism Minister, Former Monetary 

Policy Maker”, Egypt today, 14 January 2018, https:// 

www.egypttoday.com/Article/1/40115/Meet-Egypt%E2% 

80%99s-tourism-minister-former-monetary-policy-maker. 

29 Arab Forum for Sustainable Development, List of Biog-

raphies (March 2022), 4, https://afsd-2022.unescwa.org/sdgs/ 

the beginning of 2016 has been Deputy Minister of 

Finance for Fiscal Policy and Institutional Reforms 

and is thus responsible for the debt dossier. 

Kouchouk in particular seems to play a central role 

in the political decision-making process and to enjoy 

Sisi’s trust. Not only is it formally his responsibility 

within the government to implement the debt policy 

operationally,30 he is also, among other things, a 

member of the board of trustees of the National 

Training Academy – an institution founded by Sisi 

that has become increasingly important in the pro-

cess of consolidating power.31 

 

pdf/documents/3-biographies/en/AFSD-2022%20Bios_En_ 

12032022-Final.pdf. Together with Kouchouk, Mohieldin 

published an academic analysis of exchange rate policy 

in Egypt as early as 2002. 

30 Through his position, he is responsible for working 

with international institutions, most notably the IMF, rating 

agencies, investment banks, and portfolio investors, among 

others. See GFC Media Group, “Ahmed Kouchouk”, https:// 

gfcmediagroup.com/contributors/ahmed-kouchouk. 

31 In 2022, the National Training Academy was entrusted 

by the president with the task of conducting a national dia-

logue, in the context of which the release of political pris-

oners was also promised. See also Farah Ramzy, “The Making 

of Good Egyptian Youth: Youth Policy and Authoritarian 

Reconfiguration”, Confluences Méditerraneée 115, no. 4 (2020): 

157–71, https://www.cairn.info/revue-confluences-medi 

terranee-2020-4-page-157.htm?ref=doi, for the power-politi-

cal significance of the National Training Academy. In addi-

tion, Kouchouk was part of a commission of experts that in 

2018 exonerated the president’s son Gamal Mubarak from 

charges of market manipulation in stock transactions in a 

controversial trial report. See Ahmed Farahat and Shaimaa 

El-Badawi, “Stock Market Manipulation Case: Experts’ Report 

Has Shortcomings”, Daily News Egyt, 16 September 2018, 

https://dailynewsegypt.com/2018/09/16/stock-market-mani 

pulation-case-experts-report-has-short comings/. 

https://www.almasryalyoum.com/news/details/831123.
https://www.egypttoday.com/Article/1/40115/Meet-Egypt%E2%80%99s-tourism-minister-former-monetary-policy-maker
https://www.egypttoday.com/Article/1/40115/Meet-Egypt%E2%80%99s-tourism-minister-former-monetary-policy-maker
https://www.egypttoday.com/Article/1/40115/Meet-Egypt%E2%80%99s-tourism-minister-former-monetary-policy-maker
https://afsd-2022.unescwa.org/sdgs/pdf/documents/3-biographies/en/AFSD-2022%20Bios_En_12032022-Final.pdf
https://afsd-2022.unescwa.org/sdgs/pdf/documents/3-biographies/en/AFSD-2022%20Bios_En_12032022-Final.pdf
https://afsd-2022.unescwa.org/sdgs/pdf/documents/3-biographies/en/AFSD-2022%20Bios_En_12032022-Final.pdf
https://gfcmediagroup.com/contributors/ahmed-kouchouk
https://gfcmediagroup.com/contributors/ahmed-kouchouk
https://www.cairn.info/revue-confluences-mediterranee-2020-4-page-157.htm?ref=doi
https://www.cairn.info/revue-confluences-mediterranee-2020-4-page-157.htm?ref=doi
https://dailynewsegypt.com/2018/09/16/stock-market-manipulation-case-experts-report-has-short%20comings/
https://dailynewsegypt.com/2018/09/16/stock-market-manipulation-case-experts-report-has-short%20comings/
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The institutional framework tailored to the executive 

and the replacement of key positions in the Ministry 

of Finance and the CBE in 2015/16 enabled the gov-

ernment under President Sisi to pursue a well-choreo-

graphed debt policy. A comprehensive approach was 

necessary not least because the government in Cairo 

needed several sources of financing at once. In order 

to cover the country’s enormous capital needs, loans 

from international financial institutions and multi-

national development banks – first and foremost the 

IMF – were necessary, secondly bilateral financial 

support from various donor countries, and thirdly 

money from international investors. 

These three sources of funding were directly inter-

related. The IMF tied its support to the willingness of 

other external donors to pay, which was particularly 

true of Egypt’s traditional sovereign creditors. And 

to restore and maintain its access to the international 

capital market, the country needed the IMF’s seal of 

approval. Without this, international portfolio inves-

tors were hardly willing to lend to Egypt on a signifi-

cant scale. In order to be able to access the three 

sources and use the corresponding funds as independ-

ently as possible, those responsible in Cairo relied on 

a mixture of incentives, threats, and concealment of 

the actual debt situation during the following years. 

Partial economic reforms 

Immediately after the reshuffles within the Ministry 

of Finance in March 2016, the government and the 

CBE began to work out a coordinated plan as a basis 

for negotiations with the IMF.32 After 2011, the mili-

tary leadership in particular had strictly opposed IMF 

 

32 See Elliot Wilson, “Tough Financial Reforms Put Egypt 

in the Fast Lane”, Euromoney Magazine, 20 May 2021, https:// 

www.euromoney.com/article/28jylh9z5r2mo1as51gqo/capital-

markets/tough-financial-reforms-put-egypt-in-the-fast-lane. 

programmes, apparently because they feared con-

ditions that would impose economic reforms.33 But 

now Egypt’s foreign exchange reserves were dwin-

dling, which made an agreement with the IMF in-

evitable. In the months that followed, Cairo finally 

agreed with the Fund on a series of macroeconomic 

stabilisation measures as a condition for three years 

of financing equivalent to 8,597 billion Special Draw-

ing Rights (about US$12 billion).34 Egypt thus fully 

utilised its borrowing capacity under the Extended 

Fund Facility. 

The concessions that were ultimately made to the 

IMF included above all the massive devaluation of the 

Egyptian currency, tax increases, and the reduction of 

subsidies.35 These were measures that were accompa-

nied by considerable social costs for poorer sections 

of the population,36 but they contributed to the macro-

economic stabilisation of the country in a very short 

time. This was particularly evident in the develop-

ment of foreign exchange reserves, which increased 

by more than 150 per cent between June 2016 and 

 

33 Stephan Roll, Ägyptens Außenpolitik nach dem Putsch. Strate-

giewechsel zur Herrschaftssicherung, SWP-Studie 16/2016 (Berlin: 

Stiftung Wissenschaft und Politik, August 2016), 13, https:// 

www.swp-berlin.org/publikation/aegyptens-aussenpolitik-

nach-dem-putsch. 

34 IMF, “IMF Executive Board Approves US$12 Billion 

Extended Arrangement under the Extended Fund Facility 

for Egypt”, press release no. 16/501, 11 November 2016, 

https://bit.ly/3VIlkL7. 

35 For an overview, see Bessma Momani, Egypt’s IMF Pro-

gram: Assessing the Political Economy Challenges (Washington, 

D.C.: Brookings Institution, 2018), https://www.brookings. 

edu/research/egypts-imf-program-assessing-the-political-

economy-challenges/. 

36 See also Osama Diab and Salma Ihab Hindy, “IMF’s 

Social Protection between Rhetoric and Action: The Case 

of Egypt”, Middle East Critique 30, no. 4 (2021): 391–409, 

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/19436149.2021. 

1989551. 
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June 2019, from around US$17.6 billion to more than 

US$44.5 billion.37 The massive spending cuts also 

allowed the budget deficit to be slowly reduced, and 

Egypt achieved a primary surplus (budget surplus 

excluding debt servicing costs) in fiscal year 2018/19. 

Economic growth also improved. It reached a prelimi-

nary peak of 5.6 per cent in 2019.38 

Cairo’s reforms systematically 
omitted structural problems – the 

regime nevertheless received 
excellent marks from the IMF. 

The steps taken towards macroeconomic stabili-

sation, however, concealed the fact that the govern-

ment systematically omitted important reforms in 

areas of relevance to power politics.39 For example, 

tax policy options for revenue generation were by 

no means exhausted. In particular, the regime made 

little effort to increase the contributions of wealthier 

segments of the population towards the financing of 

state expenditures. It renounced a stronger progres-

sive income tax,40 and the introduction of a capital 

gains tax, already planned for 2014, was repeatedly 

postponed.41 

Above all, however, the structural weaknesses 

related to the private sector were not addressed.42 

State-owned enterprises continued to benefit from 

 

37 See Central Bank of Egypt (CBE), Monthly Statistical Bulle-

tin February 2020, vol. 275, 13, https://www.cbe.org.eg/en/ 

EconomicResearch/Publications/Pages/MonthlyStatisticacl 

Bulletin.aspx. 

38 See IMF, “IMF Datamapper: Egypt Datasets” (see note 15). 

39 Timothy E. Kaldas, “Egypt’s Next IMF Loan: How to 

Avoid the Failures of the Past Six Years” (Washington, D.C.: 

The Tahrir Institute for Middle East Policy, 6 July 2022), 

https://timep.org/commentary/analysis/egypts-next-imf-loan-

how-to-avoid-the-failures-of-the-past-six-years/. 

40 Instead, value-added tax (VAT) was increased in 2016 in 

agreement with the IMF. In 2020, the income tax rate for top 

earners was raised slightly, but at 25 per cent it was still very 

low by international standards. See HRW, “IMF: Prioritize 

Social Protection in Egypt Loan Talks”, 4 April 2022, https:// 

www.hrw.org/news/2022/04/04/imf-prioritize-social-

protection-egypt-loan-talks. 

41 Riad&Riad Law Firm, “Capital Gain Tax and Stamp Tax 

on Trading Securities”, 30 January 2022, https://riad-riad. 

com/capital-gain-tax-and-stamp-tax-on-trading-securities/. 

42 Pascal Devaux, Egypt: Persistent Vulnerabilities, Eco Con-

joncture no. 8 (Paris: BNP Paribas, November 2021), https:// 

economic-research.bnpparibas.com/html/en-US/Egypt-

persistent-vulnerabilities-11/30/2021,44782. 

being massively favoured, for example in the award-

ing of public contracts or in tax law. Many business 

obstacles, especially for small and medium-sized 

enterprises, remained in place. And due to the lack 

of independence of the judiciary, legal certainty con-

tinued to be insufficient as well as the government’s 

willingness to seriously fight endemic corruption.43 

Nevertheless, the policy of “stabilisation without 

reforms”44 paid off twice for Egypt’s leadership. On 

the one hand, the measures taken were enough for 

the IMF to give the government excellent marks. The 

tone of the periodic status reports was consistently 

positive. Executive Directors repeatedly praised the 

administration’s “strong ownership”. In a press state-

ment at the conclusion of the programme, the then 

Executive Director, David Lipton, stressed that the 

reforms had been successful in “achieving macro-

economic stabilization and a recovery in growth and 

employment, and putting public debt on a clearly 

declining trajectory”.45 The final report itself said 

that “the authorities’ prudent policies” had helped 

strengthen “Egypt’s resilience to the elevated uncer-

tainty in the external environment”.46 The IMF attri-

buted the fact that the country was in no way able to 

ensure its solvency after 2019 without external assis-

tance obviously solely to the economic disruptions 

resulting from the Corona pandemic. Accordingly, it 

was easy for the Egyptian government to secure new 

 

43 The administrative control authority responsible for 

fighting corruption functions more as a domestic intel-

ligence service in the sense of the presidential office than 

as an independent control body. See Jessica Noll, Fighting 

Corruption or Protecting the Regime? Egypt’s Administrative Con-

trol Authority (Washington, D.C.: The Project on Middle East 

Democracy, 2019), https://pomed.org/report-corruption-

egypts-administrative-control-authority/?utm_content= 

buffer191bb&utm_medium=social&utm_source=twitter. 

com&utm_campaign=buffer. 

44 Ishac Diwan, Nadim Houry, and Yezid Sayigh, Egypt 

after the Coronavirus: Back to Square One, Research Paper (Arab 

Reform Initiative, 26 August 2020), 6, https://s3.eu-central-

1.amazonaws.com/storage.arab-reform.net/ari/2020/08/ 

26134518/2020-08-26-ENGLISH-Arab_Reform_Initiative_en_ 

egypt-after-the-coronavirus-back-to-square-one_12048.pdf. 

45 IMF, Arab Republic of Egypt, Fifth Review under the Extended 

Arrangement under the Extended Fund Facility – Press Release; Staff 

Report; and Statement by the Executive Director for the Arab Republic 

of Egypt, IMF Country Report no. 19/311 (Washington, D.C., 

October 2019), 2, https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/CR/ 

Issues/2019/10/10/Arab-Republic-of-Egypt-Fifth-Review-Under-

the-Extended-Arrangement-Under-the-Extended-Fund-48731. 

46 Ibid., 5. 
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https://economic-research.bnpparibas.com/html/en-US/Egypt-persistent-vulnerabilities-11/30/2021,44782
https://pomed.org/report-corruption-egypts-administrative-control-authority/?utm_content=buffer191bb&utm_medium=social&utm_source=twitter.com&utm_campaign=buffer
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https://pomed.org/report-corruption-egypts-administrative-control-authority/?utm_content=buffer191bb&utm_medium=social&utm_source=twitter.com&utm_campaign=buffer
https://s3.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com/storage.arab-reform.net/ari/2020/08/26134518/2020-08-26-ENGLISH-Arab_Reform_Initiative_en_egypt-after-the-coronavirus-back-to-square-one_12048.pdf
https://s3.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com/storage.arab-reform.net/ari/2020/08/26134518/2020-08-26-ENGLISH-Arab_Reform_Initiative_en_egypt-after-the-coronavirus-back-to-square-one_12048.pdf
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https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/CR/%20Issues/2019/10/10/Arab-Republic-of-Egypt-Fifth-Review-Under-the-Extended-Arrangement-Under-the-Extended-Fund-48731
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aid from the IMF in 2020. In May of that year, the 

country was granted loans of US$2.8 billion under 

the Rapid Financing Instrument and in June US$5.2 

billion under a Stand-By Arrangement (SBA).47 

On the other hand, Cairo was able to regain the 

confidence of international investors. For them, the 

IMF programme had an important signalling effect.48 

The close coordination with the IMF created the im-

pression that the Sisi administration was operating 

fundamentally differently from previous govern-

ments. In addition, the rating agencies agreed with 

the IMF’s positive judgement and upgraded Egypt 

in their ratings.49 In particular, the massive expan-

sion of foreign exchange reserves was seen as ad-

vantageous. The country was consequently able to 

regain its capital market capability. Between 2016 

and 2022, numerous Eurobonds were issued, and 

the share of government bonds in foreign debt rose 

 

47 IMF, “Egypt: Financial Position in the Fund As of 

February 28, 2021”, https://www.imf.org/external/np/fin/ 

tad/exfin2.aspx?memberkey1=275&date1key=2021-02-28. 

48 There is evidence in the literature of such a “signaling 

effect” of IMF programmes on countries’ creditworthiness. 

See Kai Gehring and Valentin Lang, “Stigma or Cushion? 

IMF Programs and Sovereign Creditworthiness”, Journal of 

Development Economics 146 (2020), https://bit.ly/3KSAvMY_ 

StigmaOrCushion. 

49 See Trading Economics, “Egypt – Credit Rating”, https:// 

tradingeconomics.com/egypt/rating. 

accordingly from under 3 per cent to more than 

20 per cent. 

Investment incentives and 
government contracts 

Approaching the IMF was by no means sufficient to 

meet Egypt’s financing needs. To finance the three-

year IMF programme negotiated in 2016 under the 

Extended Fund Facilities alone, the country needed 

US$35 billion, with only US$12 billion being provided 

by the IMF. The government therefore sought inten-

sive assistance from various donor countries. 

President Sisi hoped for further financial aid from 

the three Gulf monarchies in particular.50 After Saudi 

Arabia, the UAE and Kuwait had provided significant 

support for the military coup in summer 2013, they 

had become the country’s most important creditors. 

Since then, however, their willingness to provide new 

loans had noticeably decreased.51 This applied espe-

 

50 Even before his election to the presidency, Sisi had appar-

ently told advisers that he expected the Gulf monarchies 

tocontinue transferring large sums of money to Cairo. See 

“Egypt’s President Allegedly Mocks Gulf Wealth”, BBC News, 

10 February 2015, https://www.bbc.com/news/blogs-trending-

31301903. 

51 See also Roll, Ägyptens Außenpolitik nach dem Putsch 

(see note 33), 16ff. 

Figure 2 
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cially for the leadership in Riyadh. After the Saudi 

change of throne at the beginning of 2015, relations 

between the two countries had become rather 

reserved. President Sisi therefore saw himself forced 

to take a drastic step in April 2016. In order to secure 

a new support package worth US$22 billion, he 

agreed to cede two strategically important islands in 

the Red Sea to Saudi Arabia that had been under 

Egyptian control since the 1950s.52 Domestic protests 

against this “island return” were suppressed by mas-

sive police-state repression.53 

In the following years, the Egyptian government 

also made it easier for Gulf investors to acquire 

land and take control of Egyptian companies.54 This 

became particularly clear at the beginning of 2022, 

when the Gulf states combined renewed aid with 

extensive investment commitments. However, these 

were by no means greenfield investments and also 

not “privatization in a conventional sense”,55 but 

rather the acquisition of lucrative state holdings in 

selected companies, which the Sisi administration 

apparently had to cede in return for the new loans.56 

The UAE, through Abu Dhabi Development Hold-

ing, took state holdings in five listed companies, in-

cluding Egypt’s largest private bank, worth a total 

of US$2 billion.57 Saudi Arabia agreed with the Cairo 

 

52 Declan Walsh, “Egypt Gives Saudi Arabia 2 Islands in 

a Show of Gratitude”, The New York Times, 10 April 2016, 

https://bit.ly/3Bo29hB. 

53 Khaled Dawoud, Tiran and Sanafir Trials Continue to Rever-

berate in Egypt, MENASource (Atlantic Council, 28 July 2016), 

https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/blogs/menasource/tiran-and-

sanafir-trials-continue-to-reverberate-in-egypt/. 

54 “Sisi Issues Decree Allowing Saudi Citizen to Buy Egyp-

tian-only Land”, Al Arabiya, 27 May 2016 (updated 20 May 

2020), https://bit.ly/3BpYlMU. 

55 Ziad Bahaa el-Din, “Selling Assets to Foreign Sovereign 

Funds: A Gain or a Loss?” Egypt Independent, 5 May 2022, 

https://egyptindependent.com/selling-assets-to-foreign-

sovereign-funds-a-gain-or-a-loss/. 

56 See Marc Espanol, “Gulf States Give Egypt $22 Billion 

to Mitigate Fallout from Ukraine War”, Al-Monitor, 11 April 

2022, https://www.al-monitor.com/originals/2022/04/gulf-

states-give-egypt-22-billion-mitigate-fallout-ukraine-war; Amr 

Adly, Egypt’s Renewed Dependency on GCC States’ Largesse (Wash-

ington, D.C.: Arab Gulf States Institute, 15 April 2022), 

https://bit.ly/3iRzmeS. 

57  Sherine Abdel-Razek, “UAE Increases Investment in 

Egypt”, ahramonline, 20 April 2022, https://english.ahram.org. 

eg/NewsContent/50/1201/464903/AlAhram-Weekly/Egypt/ 

UAE-increases-investment-in-Egypt-.aspx&c=1321933959639 

2294035&mkt=en-us. 

government to invest more than US$10 billion through 

its sovereign wealth fund – the Public Investment 

Fund – and Qatar – whose relations with Egypt were 

extremely strained between 2013 and 2021 because of 

the emirate’s support for the Muslim Brotherhood – 

also announced US$5 billion in investments.58 These 

investment announcements were accompanied by fresh 

loans. In March 2022 all three states together deposited 

US$13 billion into the CBE,59 increasing the share of 

Egypt’s total external debt owed to the Gulf monar-

chies to more than 20 per cent (see Figure 2, p. 15). 

Economic incentives also helped to revive relations 

with the country’s traditional creditors – the Paris 

Club countries, especially the European ones – whose 

importance as lenders had declined since 2013 (see 

Figure 2, p. 15). While the Gulf monarchies received 

preferential access to the Egyptian corporate sector, 

Cairo relied on credit-financed government contracts 

with the European creditor states. In this regard, large 

European companies received public contracts for in-

frastructure or defence projects, which were financed 

by loans from international banking consortia. 

Due to their economic importance in their home 

countries, the companies concerned found it com-

paratively easy to have these transactions secured by 

the respective export credit agencies, which in turn 

made financing through favourable bank loans pos-

sible in the first place. This was the case, for example, 

with the purchase of power plants and railways from 

the German Siemens Group (see Box 2, p. 11), trains 

from the British company Bombardier, warships from 

the Italian manufacturer Fincantieri, and Rafale 

fighter planes from the French arms manufacturer 

Dassault Aviation.60 

 

58 Samy Magdy, “Qatar to Invest $5 Billion in Egypt As Ties 

Improve”, ABC News, 29 March 2022, https://bit.ly/3HtT3n7. 

59 Reuters, “Arab Countries’ Deposits at Central Bank of 

Egypt Hit $13bln end-March”, Zawya.com, 29 August 2022, 

https://bit.ly/3hcCdic. 

60 Jean-Pierre Sereni, “Who Will Pay for the Rafales Deliv-

ered to Egypt?” Orient XXI, 12 May 2021, https://bit.ly/ 

3iUGbwe; Xavier Vavasseur, “Second Italian-Built FREMM 

for Egypt Started Sea Trials”, Naval News, 24 February 2021, 

https://www.navalnews.com/naval-news/2021/02/second-

italian-built-fremm-for-egypt-started-sea-trials/; GOV.UK, 

“UK Export Finance Unlocks Trade to Egypt and Supports UK 

Jobs with £1.7bn Guarantee”, press release, 20 January 2021, 

https://bit.ly/3uRVTe5; “Italy’s SACE Egypt Portfolio Amounts 

to EUR 1.6bn”, Mubasher, 18 February 2019, https://english. 

mubasher.info/news/3417635/Italy-s-SACE-Egypt-portfolio-

amounts-to-EUR-1-6bn. 

https://bit.ly/3Bo29hB
https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/blogs/menasource/tiran-and-sanafir-trials-continue-to-reverberate-in-egypt/
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https://bit.ly/3BpYlMU
https://egyptindependent.com/selling-assets-to-foreign-sovereign-funds-a-gain-or-a-loss/
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https://english.ahram.org.eg/NewsContent/50/1201/464903/AlAhram-Weekly/Egypt/UAE-increases-investment-in-Egypt-.aspx&c=13219339596392294035&mkt=en-us
https://english.ahram.org.eg/NewsContent/50/1201/464903/AlAhram-Weekly/Egypt/UAE-increases-investment-in-Egypt-.aspx&c=13219339596392294035&mkt=en-us
https://english.ahram.org.eg/NewsContent/50/1201/464903/AlAhram-Weekly/Egypt/UAE-increases-investment-in-Egypt-.aspx&c=13219339596392294035&mkt=en-us
https://english.ahram.org.eg/NewsContent/50/1201/464903/AlAhram-Weekly/Egypt/UAE-increases-investment-in-Egypt-.aspx&c=13219339596392294035&mkt=en-us
https://bit.ly/3HtT3n7
https://bit.ly/3hcCdic
https://bit.ly/3iUGbwe
https://bit.ly/3iUGbwe
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Although there were occasional concerns in the 

relevant ministries,61 the indemnity risk of business 

 

61 See e.g. John Irish, “France to Sell Egypt 30 Fighter Jets 

in $4.5 Billion Deal: Egyptian Defense Ministry”, Reuters, 

4 May 2021, https://www.reuters.com/article/us-france-egypt-

rafale-idCAKBN2CK22H. 

dealings with China in the books of the export credit 

agencies or the relevant government agencies in Ger-

many, France, the United Kingdom, and Italy rose 

steadily. And the significance of these state-backed 

credit transactions with international banks for 

Egypt’s foreign debt has also increased significantly 

since 2016. In 2018, the CBE even introduced a sepa-

Box 2 
Two major contracts and the German compensation risk 

In June 2015, Siemens succeeded in concluding the largest busi-

ness deal in its history. Egypt awarded the German company 

the contract to build three gas-fired power plants with a total 

capacity of more than 14 gigawatts to meet the electricity needs 

of up to 40 million people.
a
 

The biggest challenge in the €6 billion deal was its financing. 

With reference to safeguarding German jobs, the then Siemens 

CEO, Joe Kaeser, asked for support from the German govern-

ment as early as February 2015,
b
 which was then granted. A 

consortium of banks arranged a loan that was secured with 

export credit guarantees from the federal government (so-called 

Hermes cover). In 2015 and 2016 alone, Berlin granted Hermes 

guarantees totalling €4.1 billion.
c
 

Accordingly, the Federal Government’s compensation risk in 

the export business with Egypt rose sharply.
d
 While it was less 

than €1 billion in 2014, it had risen to €6.7 billion by the end 

of 2016. By the end of 2021, the value had fallen to €5.2 billion, 

but Egypt was still among the five countries with the highest 

compensation risk in an international comparison. 

In May 2022, Siemens once again announced the largest 

business deal in the Group’s history. This time, the company,  

 as consortium leader, was awarded the contract for the con-

struction of a 2,000-kilometre high-speed rail network in Egypt 

– contract value €8.1 billion. In addition to the construction of 

the railway line, the contract includes the delivery of more than 

170 trains as well as the construction of depots and stations.
e
 

Celebrated by the German government as a “milestone for 

German-Egyptian economic relations”,
f
 the project has also met 

with criticism in Egypt in view of empty state coffers.
g
 In any 

case, the financing of the gigantic infrastructure project became 

the central challenge. Once again, the majority of the construc-

tion costs had to be covered by a long-term bank loan. The 

prerequisite for this was once again export credit guarantees 

from the federal government, which Siemens had apparently 

already been promised in principle in the summer of 2021. 

In the following years, a new Hermes guarantee of more 

than €5.6 billion is likely to be issued.
h
 Accordingly, the in-

demnification risk of the federal government would once again 

rise sharply, possibly to as much as €10 billion.
i
 Egypt could 

thus occupy one of the first three places in a country com-

parison – with the United States and Russia.
j
 

a Siemens, “Completion of World’s Largest Combined Cycle 

Power Plants in Record Time”, press release, 27 July 2018, 

https://press.siemens.com/global/en/pressrelease/completion-

worlds-largest-combined-cycle-power-plants-record-time. 

b See for the letter from Joe Kaeser to the then Minister 

of Economics Sigmar Gabriel the Twitter thread by Frederik 

Richter of 23 November 2017, https://twitter.com/frederik 

richter/status/933693962384281601. 

c Author’s calculations, data sources: Export Credit Guarantees of 

the Federal Republic of Germany. Annual Report 2016 (Euler Hermes 

Aktiengesellschaft), https://bit.ly/3VOxx0J; Export Credit Guar-

antees of the Federal Republic of Germany. Annual Report 2015 (Euler 

Hermes Aktiengesellschaft), https://bit.ly/3VSmio0. 

d The indemnification risk results “from the future maturities 

of commitments under cover granted plus interest, less the 

percentage to be retained by the exporters and banks for their 

own account”. See Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and 

Climate Action (BMWK), Export Credit Guarantees. Annual Report 

2021 (Berlin, April 2022), 70, https://bit.ly/3VRPxY3. 

 e Siemens, “Siemens Mobility Finalizes Contract for 2,000 km 

High-speed Rail System in Egypt”, press release, 28 May 2022, 

https://bit.ly/3PnhJzW. 

f “Rede von Bundeskanzler Olaf Scholz zum Vertragsabschluss 

zwischen Ägypten und Siemens Mobility am 26. Mai 2022”, 

Bulletin der Bundesregierung, no. 68–3 (27 May 2022), https:// 

bit.ly/3Plv77F. 

g Marina Zapf, “Siemens fordert in Ägypten Chinas Bahn-

Vormachtstellung in Afrika heraus”, Capital, 4 June 2022, 

https://bit.ly/3HthYqY. 

h Apparently, the request was issued only to secure Siemens’ 

shares and not those of the consortium partners. 

i This sum results from the compensation risk to date and the 

requested loan guarantees for the railway business amounting 

to probably €5.6 billion. 

j In 2021, the United States was in first place with an indem-

nification risk of €13.2 billion, Russia took second place with 

€11 billion. See Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Cli-

mate Action (BMWK), Export Credit Guarantees. Annual Report 2021 

(see note d), 70. 
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rate category in the debt statistics through which 

such loans were recorded.62 

For the regime in Cairo, these transactions had an 

extremely positive side effect. The European govern-

ments found themselves in an additional, indirect 

creditor position, because they had assumed an in-

demnification risk vis-à-vis the respective national 

companies or intermediary commercial banks. 

Accordingly, their interest in keeping Egypt solvent 

may have increased. In decisions on bilateral budget 

support and lending by multinational or international 

financial institutions, in which the Europeans have 

a considerable say, this circumstance was probably 

quite relevant. 

In addition to European companies, Chinese state-

owned firms also increasingly benefited from public 

contracts and investment opportunities in Egypt. 

The value of China’s investment and construction 

was US$12.8 billion in the period from 2014 to 2019, 

almost 80 per cent higher than in the period from 

2008 to 2013.63 In particular in the Suez Economic 

and Trade Cooperation Zone – a special economic 

zone on the Suez Canal already established in 2008 – 

China’s state-owned enterprises were able to expand 

their investments.64 From Beijing’s point of view, 

investments in logistics and port infrastructure were 

of strategic importance for its own trade policy. The 

Suez Canal is of great importance within the frame-

work of the Maritime Silk Road, which is to connect 

China’s south-eastern coast with the Mediterranean.65 

 

62 To this end, numerous loans were reclassified in the 

central bank statistics in September 2018. Germany’s credi-

tor position, for example, changed significantly from 

US$6.53 billion to US$2.99 billion compared to the previous 

year. In the process, US$4.07 billion was shifted to the newly 

created category “Group of Banks” in the statistics. Corre-

sponding shifts were also made for France, Italy, and the 

United Kingdom, among others. At the end of September 

2018, a total of US$6.77 billion was reported in the new 

category. See CBE, External Position of the Egyptian Economy July/ 

December 2018/2019, vol. 64, 33, https://www.cbe.org.eg/en/ 

EconomicResearch/Publications/Pages/External Position. aspx. 

63 Own calculations, based on American Enterprise Insti-

tute, China Global Investment Tracker database, https:// 

www.aei.org/china-global-investment-tracker/. 

64 Economist Intelligence Unit, “Egypt and China Agree 

on Further Suez Zone Development”, EIU Economy Forecast 

Update Egypt (29 April 2019), http://country.eiu.com/article. 

aspx?articleid=1717946955. 

65 “Suez Canal, and the Belt & Road Initiative: The Role of 

the Mediterranean Countries”, Docks the Future, 11 November 

According to Chinese data, 60 per cent of Chinese 

exports to Europe are transported through the Suez 

Canal, and 10 per cent of the annual traffic volume 

in the waterway is accounted for by ships from the 

People’s Republic.66 

Contrary to official statements by Cairo, which por-

trayed Chinese involvement as a great success, the Sisi 

administration may rather have seen it as a means to 

an end.67 Chinese products not only accounted for 

the largest share of Egyptian imports, but the country 

also became the largest source of Egypt’s trade deficit. 

The fear of flooding the market with cheap Chinese 

products at the expense of its own industry was there-

fore widespread in Egypt’s business community.68 

And the long-term socio-economic benefits of Chinese 

involvement remained uncertain in the opinion of 

some observers.69 In addition, companies from the 

People’s Republic were extremely self-confident with 

their demands, which could well lead to conflicts in 

large infrastructure projects such as the construction 

of the new capital.70 Closer economic relations, how-

ever, were unavoidable for the Egyptian leadership if 

 

2020, https://www.docksthefuture.eu/suez-canal-and-the-belt-

road-initiative-the-role-of-the-mediterranean-countries/. 

66 “Suez Canal Blocking Could Hike Freight Fees between 

China and Europe If Not Cleared Soon: Analyst”, Global Times, 

24 March 2021, https://bit.ly/3PoxJBB. 

67 See also Degang Sun and Ruike Xu, “China and Egypt’s 

Comprehensive Strategic Partnership in the Xi-Sisi Era: 

A ‘Role Theory’ Prism”, Mediterranean Politics, 2022 (ahead 

of print), https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/ 

13629395.2022.2035139. 

68 The Egyptian government has repeatedly imposed anti-

dumping duties on Chinese products. See, among others, 

“Egypt to Keep Imposing Anti-dumping Duties on Chinese 

Synthetic Fiber Blankets”, Enterprise, 5 July 2020, https:// 

enterprise.press/stories/2020/07/05/egypt-to-keep-imposing-

anti-dumping-duties-on-chinese-synthetic-fiber-blankets-

18227/; “Trade Minister Imposes Anti-dumping Duties on 

Chinese and Malaysian Kitchen Utensils” (Cairo: Ministry 

of Trade and Industry, 14 September 2017), http://www. 

mti.gov.eg/English/MediaCenter/News/Pages/Trade-Minister-

imposes-anti-dumping-duties-on-Chinese-and-Malaysian-

culinary-utensils-.aspx. 

69 China’s Role in Egypt’s Economy (Washington, D.C.: The 

Tahrir Institute for Middle East Policy, 21 November 2019), 

https://timep.org/reports-briefings/timep-brief-chinas-role-in-

egypts-economy/. 

70 See “Talks Fail with Chinese Developer over Egypt’s New 

Capital in the Desert”, Construction Management, 17 December 

2018, https://constructionmanagement.co.uk/talks-fail-

chinese-developer-over-egypts-new-capit/. 
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https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/13629395.2022.2035139
https://enterprise.press/stories/2020/07/05/egypt-to-keep-imposing-anti-dumping-duties-on-chinese-synthetic-fiber-blankets-18227/
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it wanted to have access to financial aid from Beijing. 

In fact, China’s importance as a creditor increased 

dramatically. Whereas the country played only a 

very minor role as a lender until 2016, it was Egypt’s 

largest creditor country after the Gulf monarchies 

in March 2022 (see Figure 2, p. 15).71 

Linkage with other policy areas 

Of central importance for the success of the debt 

policy was its linkage with other policy fields. The 

fact that such measures were embedded in Egypt’s 

foreign and regional policy was by no means new. 

President Mubarak had already known to use the 

country’s regional status to attract financial support 

from Western partners. President Sisi acted even 

more aggressively in this regard. In 2016, he gave 

the argumentative thrust in a speech to the United 

Nations (UN) General Assembly: 

“While the Middle East continues to suffer from 

bloody conflicts, Egypt has managed to preserve its 

stability in the midst of a highly unstable region 

[...]. The international community must acknowl-

edge and support this fact, to the benefit of the 

region and the world at large, so that Egypt may 

continue to act as an anchor of stability in the 

Middle East, sparing no efforts in carrying out its 

natural role by working with regional and inter-

national parties to restore security and stability 

in the region.”72 

Egypt’s official representatives repeated this narra-

tive of the “regional anchor of stability”73 almost like 

a mantra, and despite massive criticism from civil 

society actors, it was hardly questioned by Western 

 

71 Taking into account a US$2.8 billion currency swap 

agreement, China ranked third behind the UAE and Saudi 

Arabia. See CBE, External Position of the Egyptian Economy 

July/March of FY 2021/2022, vol. 77, 24, https://www.cbe.org. 

eg/en/EconomicResearch/Publications/Pages/ExternalPosition.

aspx. 

72 The Permanent Mission of Egypt to the UN, “Statement 

by the President of Egypt before the 71st Session of the 

United Nations General Assembly”, 22 September 2016, 

https://www.un.org/africarenewal/sites/www.un.org. 

africarenewal/files/71_EG_en.pdf. 

73 BTI 2022 Country Report – Egypt (Gütersloh: Bertelsmann 

Stiftung, 2022), 34, https://bti-project.org/fileadmin/api/ 

content/en/downloads/reports/country_report_2022_EGY.pdf. 

governments.74 Decision-makers in Europe and the 

United States ignored obvious indications of destruc-

tive regional political behaviour – such as Cairo’s 

support for general Khalifa Haftar in the Libyan civil 

war, which undermined UN mediation efforts for the 

neighbouring country,75 Egypt’s backing for the Assad 

regime in Syria and Russia’s military intervention 

there,76 or its obvious siding with the hardly demo-

cratic-oriented military leadership in neighbouring 

Sudan.77 Instead, the narrative served as a basic jus-

tification for any cooperation with Egypt,78 even 

though Western governments simultaneously con-

demned the extremely problematic human rights 

situation in the country.79 

 

74 Already in the Mubarak era, the narrative of the “anchor 

of stability” was cultivated and adopted by Western politi-

cians. See, for example, Auswärtiges Amt, “Interview des 

Bundesaußenministers Guido Westerwelle mit ‘Al Ahram’”, 

22 May 2010, https://www.auswaertiges-amt.de/de/newsroom/ 

100521-bm-alahram/218048. 

75 Wolfram Lacher and Stephan Roll, Ägyptische Luftangriffe 

gefährden Chancen für politische Lösung in Libyen, SWP Kurz ge-

sagt (Berlin: Stiftung Wissenschaft und Politik, 18 February 

2015), https://www.swp-berlin.org/en/publication/aegyptische-

luftangriffe-gefaehrden-chancen-fuer-politische-loesung-in-

libyen. 

76 Mohamed Maher, Egypt and Assad: Calculations, Pragma-

tism, and Morality, Fikra Forum (Washington, D.C.: Washing-

ton Institute, 25 July 2018), https://www.washingtoninstitute. 

org/policy-analysis/egypt-and-assad-calculations-pragmatism-

and-morality. 

77 Muhammed Magdy, “Egypt’s Hand Appears in Play 

behind Scenes in Sudan”, Al-Monitor, 17 June 2019, https:// 

www.al-monitor.com/originals/2019/06/egypt-sudan-military-

council-protests-role.html. 

78 See, e.g., Victor Mallet and Heba Saleh, “Macron Vows 

to Keep Defence Ties to Egyptian Regime”, Financial Times, 

7 December 2020, https://www.ft.com/content/89bd4a94-

5a08-46be-b9b3-e0f65336ad07. German development co-

operation with Egypt is also often justified by the country’s 

role as a regional anchor of stability. See Federal Ministry for 

Economic Cooperation and Development, “Entwicklungs-

Staatssekretär Flasbarth besucht Ägypten: Vorbereitung der 

nächsten Weltklimakonferenz im Mittelpunkt der Gesprä-

che”, press release, 23 February 2022, https://www.bmz.de/de/ 

aktuelles/aktuelle-meldungen/entwicklungs-staatssekretaer-

flasbarth-besucht-aegypten-104798. 

79 Accordingly, even when Egypt was condemned at the 

UN Human Rights Council by 31 states – including Ger-

many and the United States – the country’s positive role in 

maintaining regional stability was emphasised. See “Debate 

Item 4: Human Rights Situations That Require the Council’s 

Attention, Joint Statement on Egypt”, reliefweb, 12 March 

https://www.cbe.org.eg/en/EconomicResearch/Publications/Pages/ExternalPosition.aspx
https://www.cbe.org.eg/en/EconomicResearch/Publications/Pages/ExternalPosition.aspx
https://www.cbe.org.eg/en/EconomicResearch/Publications/Pages/ExternalPosition.aspx
https://www.un.org/africarenewal/sites/www.un.org.africarenewal/files/71_EG_en.pdf
https://www.un.org/africarenewal/sites/www.un.org.africarenewal/files/71_EG_en.pdf
https://bti-project.org/fileadmin/api/content/en/downloads/reports/country_report_2022_EGY.pdf
https://bti-project.org/fileadmin/api/content/en/downloads/reports/country_report_2022_EGY.pdf
https://www.auswaertiges-amt.de/de/newsroom/100521-bm-alahram/218048
https://www.auswaertiges-amt.de/de/newsroom/100521-bm-alahram/218048
https://www.swp-berlin.org/en/publication/aegyptische-luftangriffe-gefaehrden-chancen-fuer-politische-loesung-in-libyen
https://www.swp-berlin.org/en/publication/aegyptische-luftangriffe-gefaehrden-chancen-fuer-politische-loesung-in-libyen
https://www.swp-berlin.org/en/publication/aegyptische-luftangriffe-gefaehrden-chancen-fuer-politische-loesung-in-libyen
https://www.washingtoninstitute.org/policy-analysis/egypt-and-assad-calculations-pragmatism-and-morality
https://www.washingtoninstitute.org/policy-analysis/egypt-and-assad-calculations-pragmatism-and-morality
https://www.washingtoninstitute.org/policy-analysis/egypt-and-assad-calculations-pragmatism-and-morality
https://www.al-monitor.com/originals/2019/06/egypt-sudan-military-council-protests-role.html
https://www.al-monitor.com/originals/2019/06/egypt-sudan-military-council-protests-role.html
https://www.al-monitor.com/originals/2019/06/egypt-sudan-military-council-protests-role.html
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But the Sisi administration cleverly linked the 

debt course not only with foreign and regional policy 

issues, but also with migration and climate policy. 

This became particularly clear when the refugee crisis 

in Europe came to a head. In 2015 at the latest, the 

Egyptian government identified the policy issue as a 

lever to receive the largest possible amount of finan-

cial aid from the Europeans.80 Migration policy there-

by became a “dramaturgical act”,81 in which diplo-

mats and politicians deliberately stoked fears of a 

“flood of refugees” that could emanate from Egypt. 

Moreover, control of the Egyptian maritime border 

to the Mediterranean Sea was apparently relaxed to 

such an extent that between 2014 and 2016 there 

was significantly more irregular migration to Europe 

compared to previous years.82 

The fact that Egypt received new 
loans appears to be linked to the 

closure of its sea border to migrants. 

During the negotiations on the IMF loan in 2016, 

the issue of irregular migration did not officially play 

a role. Behind closed doors, however, there were ap-

parently tough negotiations on this very issue. This is 

indicated at least by the fact that immediately after 

the successful conclusion of the negotiations with the 

IMF, Egyptian security forces hermetically sealed off 

the country’s sea border, which caused the number 

of refugees to drop drastically. And statements by top 

German and European politicians also suggest that 

 

2021, https://reliefweb.int/report/egypt/46th-session-united-

nations-human-rights-council-general-debate-item-4-human-

rights. 

80 See Stephan Roll, “Egypt: Migration Policy and Power 

Consolidation”, in Profiteers of Migration? Authoritarian States in 

Africa and European Migration Management, ed. Anne Koch, 

Annette Weber and Isabelle Werenfels, SWP Research Paper 

4/2018 (Berlin: Stiftung Wissenschaft und Politik, July 2018), 

56–65 (62ff.), https://www.swp-berlin.org/publikation/ 

profiteers-of-migration. 

81 Jan Claudius Völkel, “Fanning Fears, Winning Praise: 

Egypt’s Smart Play on Europe’s Apprehension of More Un-

documented Immigration”, Mediterranean Politics 27, no. 2 

(2022): 170–91 (180), https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/ 

full/10.1080/13629395.2020.1758450. 

82 See Roll, “Egypt: Migration Policy and Power Consolida-

tion” (see note 80), 66ff. 

the granting of loans and the closure of the sea bor-

der to irregular migration had been directly linked.83 

When the refugee crisis in Europe subsided, cli-

mate and sustainability issues offered the Egyptian 

government a new opportunity to link its debt policy 

to an issue that is highly relevant for international 

financial institutions and Western donor countries. 

In 2016, the Sisi administration presented its national 

strategy for sustainable development, the “Egypt Vision 

2030”, which is closely aligned with the United Nations’ 

2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development and the 

African Union’s Agenda 2063. Civil society actors 

criticised the lack of a detailed roadmap for achieving 

the goals set out in the strategy and the fact that in-

dependent non-governmental organisations (NGOs) 

could hardly participate due to police-state repres-

sion.84 Government representatives, on the other hand, 

did not tire of emphasising Egypt’s regional pioneer-

ing role, especially in climate policy. Above all, the 

topic of climate financing was promoted. After Presi-

dent Sisi mandated the government to significantly 

expand green and sustainable financing,85 Egypt 

became the first North African country to issue 

“green bonds” to the tune of US$750 million in 2020 

(see Box 3). 

 

83 This applies in particular to a statement by the then 

German Chancellor Angela Merkel. When she received Presi-

dent Sisi in Berlin at the end of October 2018, she thanked 

him “for Egypt’s excellent securing of its maritime border” 

and stated that Germany would support Egyptian economic 

reforms with an untied financial loan of €500 million in 

“this matter”. The financial loan had been officially granted 

in the course of the negotiations on the IMF aid programme. 

Federal Government, “Pressekonferenz von Bundeskanzlerin 

Merkel und dem ägyptischen Präsidenten Abdelfattah Al-Sisi 

in Berlin”, 30 October 2018, https://www.bundesregierung. 

de/breg-de/suche/pressekonferenz-von-bundeskanzlerin-

merkel-und-dem-aegyptischen-praesidenten-abdelfattah-al-

sisi-1543870. 

84 HRW, Q&A: Legal Framework and Environment for Non-

governmental Groups (NGOs) in Egypt, 15 July 2021, https:// 

www.hrw.org/news/2021/07/15/qa-legal-framework-and-

environment-nongovernmental-groups-ngos-egypt; Hafsa 

Halawa, Middle Eastern Environmentalists Need a Seat at the Table 

(New York, N.Y., and Washington, D.C.: The Century Foun-

dation, 14 December 2020), https://tcf.org/content/report/ 

middle-eastern-environmentalists-need-seat-table/?agreed=1. 

85 British Egyptian Business Association, “Panel Discussion 

in Honour of H.E. Dr. Mohamed Maait, Minister of Finance”, 

https://beba.org.eg/early-dinner-in-honour-of-h-e-dr-mohamed-

maait-minister-of-finance/. 
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https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/13629395.2020.1758450
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/13629395.2020.1758450
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Linkage with other policy areas Linkage with other policy areas 

Climate finance also became the central theme at 

the 27th UN Climate Change Conference (COP27), 

which took place in Egypt’s Sharm el-Sheikh in 

November 2022. While the logistical preparation for 

the conference was apparently largely controlled by 

Egypt’s General Intelligence Service GIS,86 one of the 

architects of Cairo’s debt policy is largely responsible 

for its content. Mahmoud Mohieldin was appointed 

Climate Action Champion of the country by the gov-

 

86 Stephan Roll, Why Egypt’s Foreign Intelligence Service Benefits 

from the World Climate Conference, SWP spotlight (Berlin: Stif-

tung Wissenschaft und Politik, 18 October 2022) https:// 

www.swp-berlin.org/publikation/mta-spotlight-16-how-

egypts-foreign-intelligence-service-benefits-from-cop27. 

ernment in February 2022 – a position he has since 

held in personal union with his mandate as IMF Ex-

ecutive Director.87 Mohieldin himself, as well as mem-

bers of the Egyptian government, repeatedly stressed 

the need to put financing issues at the heart of the 

conference.88 In June 2022, right in time for the COP27, 

the government presented a national climate strategy 

 

87 Amr Kandil, “Egypt Names Distinguished Egyptian 

Economist Mahmoud Mohieldin Climate Action Champion 

at COP27”, ahramonline, 25 February 2022, https://english. 

ahram.org.eg/News/461752.aspx. 

88 Fiona Harvey, “Egypt Says Climate Finance Must Be 

Top of Agenda at Cop27 Talks”, The Guardian, 25 May 2022, 

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2022/may/25/ 

egypt-climate-finance-top-of-agenda-cop27-talks. 

Box 3 
Green bonds or greenwashing bonds? 

In September 2020, Egypt became the first North African coun-

try to issue so-called “Green Bonds”. The five-year bond was seven 

times oversubscribed and, due to high demand, US$750 million 

was issued instead of the initially planned US$500 million. 

The declared goal of the issuance was to “integrate sustain-

ability considerations into its public budget financing plans”.
a
 

As announced in the “Vision 2030” development plan pub-

lished by the government in 2016, the share of sustainable 

projects in public investments is to be significantly increased, 

not least in order to achieve the country’s self-set climate goals. 

The World Bank celebrated the issuance, which it had sup-

ported through its Government Debt and Risk Management 

Program, as a great success, stressing that Egypt’s example will 

inspire other emerging economies to consider “green bonds” as 

a financial solution.
b
 

Behind the latter is the financing of a monorail to connect 

Egypt’s new capital under construction with the metropolis of 

Cairo. 

 Even if the railway project should meet certain sustainability 

standards on its own,
c
 it is part of an infrastructure project that 

is extremely dubious, especially from the perspective of sustain-

able development. 

Initial independent studies criticise that the construction of 

the new capital could aggravate Egypt’s water issues and destroy 

large parts of the fragile desert landscape east of Cairo.
d
 Critics 

also accuse the Sisi administration of repeating the mistakes 

of past governments and ignoring the needs of the population. 

Instead of investing in this prestigious project, it would make 

more sense to invest in existing cities and improve the living 

conditions of the poor. From that perspective, the new capital 

is at best geared to the needs of the Egyptian upper class and 

will further isolate the political leadership from the people.
e
 

a Ministry of Finance, Egypt Sovereign Green Bond Allocation 

& Impact Report 2021 (Cairo, 2021) 11, https://assets.mof.gov. 

eg/files/a3362b50-574c-11ec-9145-6f33c8bd6a26.pdf. 

b World Bank, “Supporting Egypt’s Inaugural Green Bond 

Issuance”, 15 March 2022, https://www.worldbank.org/en/ 

news/feature/2022/03/02/supporting-egypt-s-inaugural-green-

bond-issuance. 

c There are also doubts about this. For example, civil society 

actors complain that the project will destroy residential neigh-

bourhoods and functioning neighbourhood spaces and uproot 

street trees that are important for the city’s climate; see Menna 

A. Farouk, “Egypt’s Street Trees Fall Foul of Urban Development 

Drive”, Thomson Reuters Foundation News, 20 May 2022, https:// 

news.trust.org/item/20220520085932-xmd3g; Beesan Kassab, 

“Move to Demolish Nasr City Neighborhoods Based on Profit,  

 Not Public Interest, Experts Say”, Mada, 26 January 2022, 

https://bit.ly/3Hxc3Bb. 

d Julian Bolleter and Robert Cameron, “A Critical Landscape 

and Urban Design Analysis of Egypt’s New Administrative 

Capital City”, Journal of Landscape Architecture 16, no. 1 (2021):  

8–19, https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/ 

18626033.2021.1948183. 

e Rod Sweet, “Dreamland: A Critical Assessment of Egypt’s 

Plan for a Brand New Capital”, Construction Research and Innova-

tion 10, no. 1 (2019): 18–26, https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/ 

full/10.1080/20450249.2019.1583946; “Egypt’s Sisi Looks to 

New Desert Capital to Cement Legacy”, rfi, 14 November 2021, 

https://www.rfi.fr/en/middle-east/20211114-egypt-s-sisi-looks-to-

new-desert-capital-to-cement-legacy. 
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for the period up to 2050. The strategy estimates 

Egypt’s financing gap for implementing the required 

mitigation and adaptation programmes at a total of 

US$248 billion.89 

Concealment of the actual debt situation 

In order to be able to enter into new loan obligations, 

the Egyptian government had to provide its creditors 

with information about the country’s debt situation. 

Accordingly, it was necessary for the CBE to publish 

debt statistics on a regular basis. These served as an 

important benchmark for debt sustainability, both 

in the IMF status reports, which have been published 

regularly since 2016 as part of the respective pro-

grammes, and in the obligatory prospectuses for the 

issuance of government bonds and notes. In addition, 

the statistics were also used in the government deci-

sion-making of individual creditor countries, not 

least to adequately assess the risk involved in issuing 

export credit guarantees. However, it was question-

able for several reasons as to whether the Egyptian 

government’s statistics actually adequately reflected 

the country’s debt situation or whether they may 

have underreported the amount of foreign debt. 

The government was able to 
massively expand its borrowing 

without it becoming visible in the 
official statistics. 

Fundamentally, it is unclear how credible govern-

ment statistics are in Egypt. According to the World 

Bank, the country has a high capacity for data collec-

tion, but data transparency is limited.90 Data provided 

by the government about economic and social devel-

opment therefore always raises questions.91 As far as 

 

89 Ministry of Environment, Egypt National Climate Change 

Strategy (NCCS) 2050 (Cairo, 2022), 44ff., https://www.eeaa. 

gov.eg/portals/0/eeaaReports/N-CC/EgyptNSCC-2050-

Summary-En.pdf. 

90 World Bank, Unlocking Egypt’s Potential for Poverty Reduction 

and Inclusive Growth: Egypt Systematic Country Diagnostic Update 

(Washington, D.C., 2021), 81, https://openknowledge.world 

bank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/36437/Egypt-Systematic-

Country-Diagnostic-Update-Unlocking-Egypt-s-Potential-for-

Poverty-Reduction-and-Inclusive-Growth.pdf?sequence= 

1&isAllowed=y. 

91 See Salima Batsi and Stephan Roll, “More Than Win-

dow-Dressing: On the Credibility of Public Statistics from 

the CBE’s debt data is concerned, civil society actors 

such as the Egyptian Initiative for Personal Rights 

criticise that these were published only with several 

months delay.92 In addition, the NGO complained that 

the statistics on foreign debt did not include loans in 

local currency owned by foreigners.93 In fact, such 

foreign investments in high yield domestic Egyptian 

treasuries (carry trades) had successively increased 

after 201794 before they reached their temporary peak 

in September 2021 with a volume of US$34 billion.95 

Particularly helpful in this context was the CBE’s 

monetary policy, steered by Tarek Amer, which set 

disincentives for foreign capital investors. After the 

sharp devaluation of the Egyptian pound in 2016, the 

CBE had kept the exchange rate largely stable within 

a narrow range – contrary to the IMF’s demand 

for its complete unpegging – and minimised the cur-

rency risk for carry trades.96 The government was 

thus able to massively expand its borrowing without 

reporting this in the official foreign debt statistics. 

How dangerous such a form of borrowing is for the 

short-term availability of foreign currency, and thus 

the solvency of the country, became apparent after 

the Russian invasion of Ukraine: Within a few days, 

Egypt saw an exodus of up to US$3 billion by con-

cerned foreign investors, which put the country’s 

currency reserves under massive pressure.97 

 

Al-Sisi’s Egypt”, Orient XXI, 27 January 2022, https://orientxxi. 

info/magazine/more-than-window-dressing-on-the-credibility-

of-public-statistics-from-al-sisi,5330. 

92 External Debt Rises Again in 2020 and Coronavirus Is Not 

the Only Reason (Cairo: Egyptian Initiative for Personal Rights, 

August 2021), 6, https://eipr.org/sites/default/files/reports/pdf/ 

external_debt_rises_again_in_2020_and_coronavirus_is_not_

the_only_reason.pdf. 

93 Ibid., 9. 

94 While in January 2017 around US$1.2 billion in T-bills 

were held by foreigners, 10 months later the figure had al-

ready risen to US$19.5 billion. See Henry Johnson, “In Depth 

– Currency Influx Comes with a Price” (Giza: American 

Chamber of Commerce in Egypt, December 2017), https:// 

www.amcham.org.eg/publications/business-monthly/issues/ 

264/December-2017/3671. 

95 Sherif Tarek, “Will Egypt Remain a Debt Market Darling 

Despite Rate Hikes and War?” The Africa Report, 1 March 

2022, https://www.theafricareport.com/179935/will-egypt-

remain-a-debt-market-darling-despite-rate-hikes-and-war/. 

96 See Andrew England, “Egypt’s Central Bank Governor 

Tarek Amer Resigns”, Financial Times, 17 August 2022, https:// 

www.ft.com/content/c546074b-6115-4a4d-bc58-6b7c3fbfc532. 

97 Patrick Werr, “Egypt Sees Exodus of Dollars since Start 

of Ukraine War – Bankers”, Reuters, 2 March 2022, https:// 

https://www.eeaa.gov.eg/portals/0/eeaaReports/N-CC/EgyptNSCC-2050-Summary-En.pdf
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While the handling of carry trades within the offi-

cial statistics could still be considered as balance sheet 

cosmetics (since they did not appear as external debt, 

but their issuance was documented as part of domes-

tic debt), the statistical recording of other loans is fun-

damentally in question. This concerns, for example, a 

loan agreement for US$25 billion that had apparently 

already been entered into with Russia in 2016 as part 

of the planned construction of Egypt’s first nuclear 

power plant. Although construction of the power 

plant is now apparently in full swing, despite West-

ern sanctions against Russia,98 details of this agree-

ment are hardly known.99 Until 2022, only a small 

part, if any, of the liability was listed in the CBE’s 

statistics.100 In the coming years, the country’s foreign 

debt could increase significantly as a result of this 

agreement alone. Similarly problematic was the non-

transparent handling of contingent liabilities in-

curred by the state through the borrowing of public 

companies or state authorities (“economic authori-

ties”).101 Since 2015, the Egyptian state appears to 

have provided guarantees for the borrowing of public 

institutions and enterprises to a greater extent than 

 

www.reuters.com/markets/europe/egypt-sees-exodus-dollars-

since-start-ukraine-war-bankers-2022-03-02/. 

98 Darrell Proctor, “Russia Says Construction of Egypt’s 

First Nuclear Plant Ahead of Schedule”, POWER, 20 Novem-

ber 2022, https://www.powermag.com/russia-says-

construction-of-egypts-first-nuclear-plant-ahead-of-schedule/. 

99 According to press reports, a disbursement of the loan 

in 13 instalments had been agreed at the end of 2015. Ac-

cordingly, between 2016 and the end of 2021, about US$8 

billion would have already been disbursed to Egypt. See 

Muhammad Basl, “Official Gazette Publishes US$25 Billion 

Loan Agreement from Russia to Build Nuclear Power Plant 

in Egypt” (Arabic), Al- Shorouk (online), 19 May 2016, https:// 

www.shorouknews.com/news/view.aspx?cdate=19052016&id= 

f4f649ce-b58e-4e25-bf3d-32c32d0f1abb. 

100 In fact, the central bank’s external debt statistics only 

show an increase in liabilities to Russia since 2019 (as of 

March 2022: US$1.03 billion). It is not possible to determine 

whether this is actually debt incurred in connection with 

the construction of the nuclear power plant or whether 

other transactions, for example in the field of armaments, 

are behind the liabilities. See CBE, External Position of the 

Egyptian Economy July/March of FY 2021/2022, vol. 77, 24, 

https://www.cbe.org.eg/en/EconomicResearch/Publications/ 

Pages/ExternalPosition.aspx. 

101 In the monthly reports of the central bank, only the 

contingent liabilities due in the coming 12 months are 

shown, but not the sum of the state guarantees received. 

before.102 For March 2021, the government estimated 

that total government-guaranteed debt amounted 

to 19.9 per cent of GDP.103 According to older govern-

ment statistics, more than half of this amount is 

accounted for by public external guarantees, which 

secure loans signed between public or private enter-

prises and foreign creditors.104 As no verifiable break-

downs have been provided, such figures can at best 

be considered a vague estimate. It also remains un-

clear which of these liabilities were included in the 

CBE’s external debt statistics. It is worth noting that 

the IMF warned in 2021 that in a “shock scenario”, 

contingent liabilities could become actual liabilities, 

which would cause Egypt’s public debt to soar.105 

 

102 Ministry of Finance, Public Finance Management 

Reform Unit, “Government of Egypt’s Major Contingent 

Liabilities”, December 2016, https://www.cabri-sbo.org/ 

uploads/files/Documents/event_2016_contingent_liabilities_ 

session_3_institutional_arrangements_to_facilitate_coordi 

nation_Egypt_engl.pdf. 

103 London Stock Exchange, Base Offering Circular – The Arab 

Republic of Egypt, U.S.$ 40,000,000 Global Medium Term Note Pro-

gramme (London, 23 September 2021), 145, https://www.rns-

pdf.london stockexchange.com/rns/1034O_4-2021-10-5.pdf. 

104 See, e.g., UNICEF and Ministry of Finance, Egypt, Co-

Published Brief on State Budget for FY 20/21, Transparency Brief 

no. 4 (New York, N.Y., and Cairo, 2020), 19, https://www. 

unicef.org/egypt/media/6656/file/Covid%20Transparency%20

brief_Eng.pdf. 

105 See IMF, Arab Republic of Egypt, 2021 Article IV Consul-

tation, Second Review under the Stand-By Arrangement – Press 

Release; Staff Report; and Statement by the Executive Director for 

the Arab Republic of Egypt (Washington, D.C., July 2021), 48, 

https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/CR/Issues/2021/07/22/Ara

b-Republic-of-Egypt-2021-Article-IV-Consultation-Second-

Review-Under-the-Stand-By-462545. It is all the more 

remarkable that the IMF did not quantify the amount of 

contingent liabilities in its reports for years. Only in July 

2021 did it give a concrete figure, which, however, was more 

than a year old. According to the report, the amount of con-

tingent liabilities at the end of June 2020 was 18.4 per cent 

of GDP. Ibid., 47. 
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The successful external debt policy opened up some 

fiscal space for the government under President Sisi. 

Of the US$115 billion in new external debt that Egypt 

took on between June 2013 and March 2022, the 

smaller part went into padding the CBE’s reserves. 

The larger part, more than US$96 billion,106 was used 

by the political leadership to finance government 

spending that was not matched by corresponding 

revenues. The government justified the expansive 

debt policy primarily by saying that it would con-

tribute towards improving the economic framework 

conditions, creating incentives for private – and 

especially foreign – direct investment, which would 

in turn positively impact long-term growth.107 

However, this effect has not materialised so far. 

Private-sector investment fell to an average of 6.3 per 

cent of GDP between 2016/17 and 2020/21 (it had 

been on average more than 10 per cent between 2006 

and 2010).108 This was below the level of Gamal Abdel 

Nasser’s presidency (1954–1970), which had pursued 

a socialist-style economic policy.109 

Even before the onset of the two external shocks – 

the Corona pandemic in 2020 and the Russia-Ukraine 

war in 2022 – the business climate in the Egyptian 

private sector was extremely poor. For example, even 

before 2020, the majority of S&P Global’s monthly 

Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI) pointed to a con-

traction in private economic activity outside the oil 

 

106 Author’s calculation. The figure corresponds to the dif-

ference between the external debt of 2022 and that of 2013 

(in each case minus foreign exchange reserves). For the devel-

opment of external debt minus foreign exchange reserves as 

per cent of GDP, see Figure 1. 

107 Amr Adly, Egpyt’s Debt-Driven Recovery (Cairo: Alternative 

Policy Solution, 22 July 2019), https://aps.aucegypt.edu/en/ 

articles/103/egypts-debt-driven-recovery. 

108 Devaux, Egypt: Persistent Vulnerabilities (see note 42). 

109 Diwan, Houry, and Sayigh, Egypt after the Coronavirus 

(see note 44), 11. 

and gas sector.110 Also the annual inflow of foreign 

direct investment, which was concentrated mainly in 

the low labour-intensive oil and gas sector, remained 

at a minimal level compared to the late 2000s.111 The 

country’s economic growth, which at times was above 

the regional average, was mainly explained by govern-

ment construction projects and was thus only tem-

porary. In general, there was a lack of growth drivers,112 

resulting in unfavourable prospects for further eco-

nomic development.113 

At the same time, however, the repayment and 

interest costs that the Egyptian state had to bear for 

external and domestic debt continued to rise (see 

Figure 3, p. 25). In fiscal year 2020/21, more than 50 

per cent of government revenues had to be spent on 

interest payments – in 2012/13 it was still less than 

42 per cent.114 Due to the high interest and repay-

ment burden, an increasingly smaller share of budget 

expenditure was available for public investment.115 

Interest payments on external loans have so far only 

accounted for a small part of this, which can be ex-

plained by the sometimes generous repayment peri-

 

110 See S&P Global, S&P Global Egypt PMI™ (5 April 2022), 

https://www.pmi.spglobal.com/Public/Home/PressRelease/ 

e415c9e042884d6bb95ddfca73523255. 

111 Robert Springborg, “Economic Causes, Consequences, 

and Prospects of Sisi’s New Egypt”, in Abdel-Fattah Mady, 

State and Government in Egypt (Doha: Arab Center for Research 

and Policy Studies) (forthcoming). 

112 Devaux, Egypt: Persistent Vulnerabilities (see note 42). 

113 Springborg, “Economic Causes, Consequences, and 

Prospects of Sisi’s New Egypt” (see note 111). 

114 See “Egypt’s Draft 2022/23 Budget Projects Spending to 

Rise by 15%”, The Arab Weekly, 9 May 2022, https://thearab 

weekly.com/egypts-draft-202223-budget-projects-spending-

rise-15. Although the government is forecasting a drop to 

45 per cent for the 2021/22 fiscal year, it is expected to rise 

again in 2022/23. 

115 See Springborg, “Economic Causes, Consequences, and 

Prospects of Sisi’s New Egypt” (see note 111). 
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The profiteer: The military and its economic empire 

ods. However, a clear increase can be seen here as 

well. In 2013/14, external loans accounted for less 

than 3 per cent of interest payments; in 2021/22, it 

is expected to be more than 10 per cent. 

In light of this, the question of what the govern-

ment actually did with the financial leeway created 

by borrowing is all the more important. There are 

several indications that the military in particular – 

and thus the actor on which President Sisi was 

directly dependent to consolidate his power – ben-

efited from the debt policy. Under President Sisi, 

the armed forces were able to significantly expand 

their position in the Egyptian economy. Sisi himself 

assigned the military the role of the “motor of na-

tional development”.116 The Ministry of Interior, and 

 

116 Jessica Noll, Egypt’s Armed Forces Cement Economic Power. 

Military Business Expansion Impedes Structural Reforms, SWP 

Com ment 5/2017 (Berlin: Stiftung Wissenschaft und Poli-

particularly the GIS, were also able to advance their 

own economic agendas, but compared to the military 

to a much lesser extent.117 In this context, external 

borrowing may have been important in three ways. 

It protected the revenues and assets of the armed 

forces, contributed to the financing of major projects 

in which they could earn significant money, and en-

abled an expansive military build-up that benefited 

the officer corps in particular. 

 

tik, February 2017), p. 2, https://www.swp-berlin.org/ 

publikation/egypts-armed-forces-cement-economic-power. 

117 The foreign intelligence service, in particular, has con-

siderable stakes in companies, especially in the media sector. 

See Robert Springborg, Sisi’s Egypt Moves from Military Economy 

to Family Firm (Milan: Italian Institute for International Politi-

cal Studies [ISPI], 6 December 2020), https://www.ispionline. 

it/en/pubblicazione/sisis-egypt-moves-military-economy-

family-firm-28504. 

Figure 3 
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Protection of revenues and assets of the 
armed forces 

The Ministry of Defence and its subordinated Ministry 

of Military Production control four state agencies or 

organisations through which the military had been 

operating in the civilian economy for decades – the 

National Service Projects Organization (NSPO), the 

Arab Organization for Industrialization, the National 

Authority for Military Production, and the Armed 

Forces Engineering Authority.118 Since 2013, these 

actors have been increasingly active, for example in 

food production, the energy industry, and in con-

struction and infrastructure projects.119 Due to a lack 

of data, the speed and scope of this expansion can 

only be guessed at on the basis of intermittent reports. 

The Ministry of Military Production, for instance, pre-

dicted that revenues from the operations of its 20 

companies would be 15 billion Egyptian pounds (LE) 

in the 2018/19 fiscal year – around five times higher 

than in the 2013/14 fiscal year.120 

The borrowing helped to ensure that these reve-

nues remained in the military’s own operating sys-

tem. Consequently, the government was able to pre-

vent the repeat of an extremely unpleasant situation 

for the armed forces that occurred in 2011. At that 

time, the military leadership had to shore up the 

CBE’s foreign exchange reserves with a US$1 billion 

cash injection to avert national bankruptcy.121 Be-

tween 2013 and 2021, the military apparently did not 

have to contribute towards financing budget deficits. 

On the contrary, its business empire benefited from 

extensive tax exemptions. The NSPO, for example, 

under whose umbrella no fewer than 35 companies 

with a combined annual turnover of well over US$1 

billion were managed in 2019,122 was exempt from 

income tax under Egyptian tax law, as were other 

 

118 For a mapping of the formal military economy, 

see Sayigh, Owners of the Republic (see note 18). 

119 Noll, Egypt’s Armed Forces Cement Economic Power 

(see note 116). 

120 “From War Room to Boardroom. Military Firms Flour-

ish in Sisi’s Egypt”, Reuters, 16 May 2018, https://www. 

reuters.com/investigates/special-report/egypt-economy-

military/. 

121 “Egypt’s Army Pumps $1 Billion of Own Money into 

Central Bank, Refuses Foreign Aid”, ahramonline, 4 December 

2011, https://english.ahram.org.eg/NewsContent/3/12/28450/ 

Business/Economy/Egypts-army-pumps--billion-of-own-

money-into-centr.aspx. 

122 Sayigh, Owners of the Republic (see note 18), 90ff. 

military companies.123 The armed forces were gener-

ally exempt from property taxes, and while the gov-

ernment decided to increase VAT as part of the 

reform programme agreed with the IMF to increase 

government revenues, it simultaneously introduced 

generous exemptions for military companies. 

Accordingly, goods and services that served national 

defence were exempted from VAT, with the Ministry 

of Defence being given the right to define them.124 

Where the revenues of the military economic em-

pire flowed to cannot be answered satisfactorily due 

to a lack of transparency.125 In this context, there is 

repeated speculation about the existence of “special 

funds” to which the armed forces have access.126 

While civilian government agencies are only allowed 

to maintain accounts at the CBE, the armed forces can 

invest money and foreign currency in private banks 

outside Egypt through their companies.127 At least 

some of these funds may be managed through inter-

mediaries. For example, numerous offshore compa-

nies in tax havens such as the British Virgin Islands 

and the Bahamas have ownership links to Egyptian 

entrepreneurs, some of whom apparently have ex-

cellent contacts to the military or the secret service.128 

The successful borrowing also meant that there 

was no particular financial pressure to privatise mili-

tary assets. Although President Sisi first publicly men-

tioned the possibility of privatising military compa-

 

123 Article 47 of the Income Tax Law no. 91 of 2005. See 

Creating Markets in Egypt. Realizing the Full Potential of a Productive 

Private Sector (Washington, D.C.: International Finance Cor-

poration [IFC], December 2020), 57, https://documents1. 

worldbank.org/curated/en/288811613142382664/pdf/Creating-
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nies in 2019,129 no concrete steps were taken until 

2022. In fact, the IMF and the World Bank have not 

called for such privatisation for years. It was not until 

2021 that the IMF started to criticise the competition-

distorting role of military companies publicly and 

called for reforms.130 Since then, there has been some 

movement, at least on a declaratory level. In early 

2022, the head of Egypt’s capital market regulator 

raised the prospect of initial public offerings in the 

near future.131 President Sisi also publicly repeated 

similar announcements.132 In the absence of concrete 

steps, however, it remained unclear whether this was 

merely rhetoric in the context of negotiations for new 

IMF loans. Moreover, the government remained silent 

on the question of whether possible proceeds from 

the sales would in the end actually be used to finance 

the budget deficit, and thus be taken away from the 

armed forces. 

Loan-financed infrastructure projects 

External borrowing enabled the Sisi administration to 

realise a series of infrastructure projects from which 

the military benefitted in particular. Although the 

expansion of transport routes and energy supply could 

certainly have positive effects on the economic devel-

opment of the country,133 in the cases of individual 

mega-projects and the enormous expenses associated 

with them, the benefit for society as a whole is more 

than questionable. 

An example of this was the hasty expansion of the 

Suez Canal in 2015. A new lane was dug in record 
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time – an undertaking that served as a stage for 

President Sisi to present himself as a national leader,134 

but which is unlikely to be profitable for the state 

budget in the foreseeable future. The speed with which 

the expansion was completed – due to political 

demands – led to massive cost increases of ultimately 

more than US$8 billion, which in turn contributed to 

further borrowing, including from external sources.135 

Even at the beginning of the construction, the fore-

cast that the income from the canal business would 

increase by up to 150 per cent within eight years was 

not very reliable.136 And the Suez Canal Authority, 

which was supposed to finance the project by issuing 

bonds, even had to ask the Ministry of Finance to pay 

off US$600 million in overdue loan repayments in 

2019.137 These were bank loans obviously used to pay 

foreign companies involved in the expansion. Mean-

while, the military’s construction arm and a few 

selected private companies benefitted from the non-

transparent awarding of contracts. The military was 

evidently able to make profits simply by subcontract-

ing.138 

The construction of a new capital – the New Ad-

ministrative Capital – to the east of the metropolis 

of Cairo was just as economically questionable as the 

canal expansion. Here, too, no transparent feasibility 

studies were presented in advance. President Sisi 

himself put the cost in 2020 at LE 380 billion (about 

US$24 billion at that time), spread over seven years.139 

Other estimates were as high as US$58 billion.140 
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The government’s assurances that the public budget 

would not be affected because the project would be 

largely financed by private investment were patently 

false.141 Especially in the initial phase, private com-

panies withdrew from the project because they were 

afraid that later returns would not cover the initial 

investments. In the end, the state had to step in with 

financial injections, also at the expense of rising 

foreign debt. 

Whether these investments will pay off for the 

regular state budget is doubtful, to say the least. How-

ever, the Egyptian military is likely to profit economi-

cally in this case as well. It became publicly known 

that the armed forces have a majority stake in the 

Administrative Capital Urban Development Company 

(ACUD)142 – the state-owned operating company to 

which the government transferred the lucrative build-

ing land for the new city. Whether the military also 

contributed own financial resources to the implemen-

tation of the mega-project, however, remains unclear. 

The budget of the ACUD is kept secret due to the in-

volvement of the armed forces.143 However, President 

Sisi announced in July 2022 that the company would 

charge the state LE 4 billion (about US$212 million in 

that time) annually for office rents.144 
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Loan-financed arms expenditure 

At the same time that Egypt’s foreign debt rose sharply, 

Cairo made significant purchases of armaments. 

According to data from the Stockholm International 

Peace Research Institute (SIPRI), the country even be-

came the world’s third-largest arms importer between 

2017 and 2021. The country’s share of global arms 

imports thus increased by 73 per cent compared to 

the period 2012–2016, when Egypt ranked 11th.145 

In 2019 and 2020 alone, the government made pur-

chases worth an estimated US$16 billion.146 These 

purchases covered almost all types of weapons. Even 

assuming that purchases of this magnitude are based 

on generous payment terms, Egypt is spending signifi-

cant amounts of money on arms acquisitions. It seems 

that the military has been able to buy new weapons 

systems on the international market largely without 

financial restrictions. 

The military utility of the arms 
purchases is questionable – 

but they open up avenues for 
personal enrichment. 

It is remarkable that the excessive arms purchases 

could hardly be reconciled with Egypt’s official defence 

budget. Adjusted for inflation, it had even shrunk 

between 2011 and 2020.147 And even in a regional 

comparison, the reported defence spending seemed 

rather below average.148 Arms purchases were thus 

apparently not financed through official military 

spending, but through other means. Direct financing 

by the Gulf monarchies could have played a role, 

especially in the case of arms deals with Russia.149 
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However, at least some of the purchases may also 

have been financed through external borrowing. An 

example of this was the aforementioned purchase of 

French fighter jets in 2015 and 2021, for which Cairo 

entered into loan agreements with French banks 

amounting to at least €7.2 billion.150 

How many purchases were actually financed by 

loans cannot be conclusively answered due to a lack 

of data transparency, nor can the question of where 

such loans are found in the CBE’s statistics. Egyptian 

analysts suspect that in the CBE’s monthly reports, at 

least some of the borrowing by the military fell under 

the debtor category “other sectors”. Debt under this 

heading had increased by about US$11.3 billion be-

tween June 2013 and March 2022, far more than tripl-

ing (from US$4.08 billion to US$15.34 billion).151 

It is also possible that the military was able to 

finance part of the arms procurement with its own 

funds. However, the question then arises as to whether 

this money could not have been used in a better way 

for the benefit of society as a whole, for example 

to improve the extremely precarious socio-economic 

situation of the population. Even from a military 

point of view, the excessive arms procurement did 

not seem very plausible. On the one hand, military 

analysts questioned whether the purchase of large 

weapons systems could really be justified by the coun-

try’s need for security. Asymmetric threats, such as 

those posed by armed militant groups, can hardly be 

countered in this way.152 And the massive investments 

into the military infrastructure in the east of the 

country need to be explained against the background 
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that there is a peace treaty with Israel.153 On the other 

hand, there are likely to be significant consequential 

expenses due to the fact that Egypt has diversified its 

arms procurement. Individual systems are not com-

patible with each other, which increases maintenance 

and personnel training costs accordingly.154 

Although the military utility from the arms acqui-

sitions is by no means clear, the economic benefit 

they bring to members of the officer corps could be 

significant. Due to the secrecy and the lack of legal 

regulations, the Ministry of Defence was able to make 

arms purchases through direct contracting, without 

a transparent bidding process.155 In addition, Law No. 

147 ensured that arms purchases were exempt from 

taxes and not subject to control by Egypt’s Central 

Auditing Organization. This framework prepared the 

ground for widespread corruption. Not only decision-

makers in the Ministry of Defence were able to enrich 

themselves personally, but also former officers who 

brokered arms deals as local agents.156 For the officer 

corps’ support for the president, these side incomes 

were not insignificant. 
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Egypt’s excessive borrowing in recent years has been 

interpreted as a weakness of the country in numerous 

analyses. Even the term “beggar state” was used.157 

Yet, Egypt’s debt policy has so far proven very success-

ful for President Sisi. The government in Cairo has 

been able to master the two challenges outlined at 

the beginning. First, loans from international finan-

cial institutions, donor countries, and foreign port-

folio investors enabled the country to refinance itself. 

Second, the political leadership did not make any 

substantial concessions that would have contradicted 

the goal of consolidating its own rule. The prerequi-

site for this success was that the Sisi administration 

used a well-coordinated mix of instruments and that 

practical action was in the hands of experienced, 

internationally well-connected technocrats who were 

closely linked to the presidential power centre. 

The military in particular benefited from this debt 

policy and was able to significantly expand its posi-

tion in the Egyptian economy during the period 

under review. This was a decisive factor in President 

Sisi's consolidation of power. For him, the loyalty of 

the armed forces has been the most important pre-

requisite for enforcing wide-ranging police-state 

repression. The president was thus able to effectively 

stifle any political opposition. 

Nevertheless, the question arises as to how long 

this instrumentalisation of debt policy for power-

political purposes can be continued. For Egypt, it 

is becoming increasingly difficult to finance itself 

through external borrowing due to the increased debt 

burden. The war in Ukraine is acting here as an accel-

erant. Economic uncertainty and rising interest rates 

in major industrialised countries are affecting the 
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wp-content/uploads/2022/01/2022_01_Final_Springborg 

Snapshot.pdf. 

willingness of international portfolio investors to 

invest their money in an emerging market such as 

Egypt. At the same time, the government will need 

fresh external financing in the future to close the 

budget deficit, which will remain high, not least due 

to the rising interest burden. Projections indicate an 

average annual external financing requirement of 

US$26 billion for the next three budget years alone.158 

This leaves borrowing through financial institutions 

and donor countries as the only option. In fact, in 

March 2022, Egypt was forced to ask the IMF for help 

again. Although government circles initially voiced 

optimism and held out the prospect of a quick agree-

ment with the IMF, the negotiations turned out to be 

much more difficult than in 2016.159 As a result, the 

state’s financial situation came to a dramatic head. 

In the following months, the cost of hedging Egyptian 

government bonds rose to record levels and almost 

tripled between January and October 2022.160 At the 

same time, the CBE’s currency reserves dwindled 

faster and faster, the Egyptian currency depreciated, 

and inflation rose.161 The CBE’s strategy of keeping 

the exchange rate as stable as possible, and thus creat-

ing attractive conditions for foreign capital investors, 

had failed. 

A growing unease had also become noticeable with-

in the political leadership under President Sisi. In 

 

158 Mirette Magdy and Abdel Latif Wahab, “Egypt Nears 

Deal on New IMF Loan in Face of Economic Crisis”, Bloom-

berg, 22 August 2022, https://www.bloomberg.com/news/ 

articles/2022-08-22/egypt-says-nearing-deal-on-imf-financing-

for-troubled-economy. 

159 By the time this study was completed, there was no 

agreement. 

160 See HSBC Global Research, Egypt – Running out of Room 

(11 August 2022), 5. 

161 Nada El Sawy, “Egyptian Pound Expected to Fall Fur-

ther against the Dollar”, The National, 3 August 2022, https:// 

www.thenationalnews.com/business/markets/2022/08/03/ 

egyptian-pound-expected-to-fall-further-against-the-dollar/. 
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August 2022, the head of the CBE, Tarek Amer, was 

replaced. Sisi had evidently lost confidence in one of 

the main people responsible for Egypt’s debt policy.162 

The banker Hassan Abdalla was put in charge as 

acting governor of the CBE. His task was apparently 

to initiate a change of course in the exchange rate 

policy, and thus create the conditions for new finan-

cial support from the IMF. The latter had apparently 

made the floating of the exchange rate an ultimate 

condition for new support. In fact, on 27 October 

2022 – in the wake of a massive devaluation of the 

Egyptian pound by around 15 per cent against the US 

dollar – the IMF announced the long-awaited con-

clusion of a staff-level agreement on a new Extended 

Fund Facility Arrangement. According to this agree-

ment, the IMF will support an Egyptian reform pro-

gramme with a new credit line of US$3 billion over 

46 months,163 which should unlock billions of US dol-

lars in additional financing from other donor coun-

tries and international financial institutions. 

Despite the change in exchange-rate policy, the 

appointment of Hassan Abdalla as head of the CBE in 

fact indicates that the political leadership will funda-

mentally try to continue to instrumentalise debt 

policy for power-political purposes. Like Mahmoud 

Mohieldin and Tarek Amer, the banker belonged to 

the close circle of economic technocrats loyal to the 

regime in the last years of the Mubarak era and was 

considered a confidant of the president’s son Gamal 

Mubarak in that time.164 Before his appointment as 

head of the CBE, Abdalla headed the United Media 

Service holding company, a media conglomerate 

apparently controlled by the GIS.165 It can be assumed 

 

162 Amer was appointed presidential advisor, but in simi-

lar cases such a move was only aimed at minimising unrest 

among the political elite. 

163 IMF, Egypt: IMF Reaches Staff-Level Agreement on an Extended 

Fund Facility Arrangement, press release no. 22/363 (Washing-

ton, D.C., 27 October 2022), https://www.imf.org/en/News/ 

Articles/2022/10/26/pr22363-egypt-imf-reaches-staff-level-

agreement-on-an-extended-fund-facility-arrangement. 

164 See Stephan Roll, Geld und Macht, Finanzsektorreformen 

und politische Bedeutungszunahme der Unternehmer- und Finanzelite 

in Ägypten (Berlin: Hans Schiler, 2010), 261. Among other 

things, Abdalla was a member of the Gamal Mubarak-led 

political committee of the then ruling party NDP. He also 

chaired the Arab African Development Bank, of which the 

president’s son was a board member. 

165 See “Saudi Arabian Financing, Management to Play 

Role in News Platform Launch from Egypt’s Intelligence-

owned Media Conglomerate”, Mada Masr, 14 July 2022, 

that, like his predecessor, he will coordinate closely 

with the presidential power centre and give top prior-

ity to the interests of the military. 

The decisive factor for the further course of Egypt’s 

debt policy will therefore be how the country’s credi-

tors position themselves. Three considerations should 

guide German and European policy in this regard. 

1. A “business as usual” lending policy would be the 

worst of all options. As long as the Egyptian leadership 

uses loans to consolidate its rule, it can only succeed 

in the short term in averting the country’s insolvency 

through new debt. The misallocation of financial 

resources for the benefit of the armed forces opposes 

the development of a competition-based, free-market 

economy, reinforces the social imbalance in the coun-

try, and enables police-state repression. New loans 

without conditions or with conditions along the lines 

of the 2016 IMF programme would thus further in-

crease the debt burden and, accordingly, the interest 

burden, without providing the decisive impetus for 

Egypt’s economic, social, and political development. 

Germany and its European partners should therefore 

have no interest in maintaining the same lending 

policy as in the past for two reasons. 

On the one hand, the financial risk would further 

increase because Cairo might soon no longer be in a 

position to meet its payment promises on time. For 

Germany, for example, Egypt has become the largest 

debtor among developing countries in terms of receiv-

ables from development aid loans, with almost €1.8 

billion (as of the end of 2020).166 In addition, there is 

extensive budget support amounting to €450 million 

and the drastically increased indemnification risk 

through export credit guarantees. Egypt’s insolvency 

would thus also have direct financial consequences 

for Germany – in addition to indirect consequences. 

Germany is an important donor country to a number 

of development banks – first and foremost the IMF – 

and would therefore also have to shoulder their loan 

defaults. 

On the other hand, it would exacerbate rather than 

mitigate Egypt’s destabilisation if the current practice 

of lending were to continue. The combination of 
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166 Bundesfinanzministerium, Deutsche Schuldenforderungen 
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social decline and police-state repression increases 

the risk of future unrest. The popular uprising of 

2011 should be viewed as a warning here and not as 

a singular historic episode. Europe is threatened with 

unforeseeable negative consequences if the most 

populous neighbouring country, with more than 100 

million people, is destabilised. In this case, increasing 

migration pressure and an export of terrorist violence 

can be expected. 

2. It is questionable whether the IMF will push for a 

change of policy in Cairo. The IMF has not been suffi-

ciently critical of the debt policy of the Sisi adminis-

tration. On the contrary – both through the condi-

tions for lending and through appreciation of Cairo’s 

insufficient reform policy – it has further favoured 

its instrumentalisation for power politics. In particu-

lar, it was a big mistake in this context to ignore the 

economic expansion of the Egyptian armed forces. 

Despite the fact that there are enough analyses point-

ing out the military’s problematic economic activities 

and presenting various options for its gradual with-

drawal from the economy,167 the IMF did not address 

this issue publicly before 2021. And even then, the 

Fund addressed the issue in rather general terms, 

pointing out that the “large state footprint should be 

gradually reduced”.168 Such formulations fail to deal 

with the dimension of the problem in an adequate 

way. Instead, a traceable and verifiable roadmap for 

the privatisation of army companies as well as more 

transparency with regard to the income and assets 

of the armed forces should be conditional to any new 

loans. In principle, Egypt should only receive new 

financial assistance if the political leadership can 

credibly demonstrate that its needs cannot be met 

with its own resources. 

While the details of the new IMF agreement have 

not been published yet, there is reason to fear that 

also this agreement will not address this issue in a 

sufficient way. Since 2016, Egypt has become the 

Fund’s second-largest debtor after Argentina. The 

country accounts for almost 13 per cent of the IMF’s 

 

167 See in particular Yezid Sayigh, Throwing down the 

Gauntlet: What the IMF Can Do about Egypt’s Military Companies 

(Washington, D.C.: Carnegie Endowment for International 

Peace, April 2022), https://carnegie-mec.org/2022/04/07/ 

throwing-down-gauntlet-what-imf-can-do-about-egypt-s-

military-companies-pub-86821. 

168 IMF, 2021 Article IV Consultation (see note 105), 17. 

outstanding loans.169 This has resulted in a certain 

path dependency for the IMF, which will be difficult 

to break. Already in the run-up to the Stand-By Ar-

rangement in 2020, the risk of renewed lending seems 

to have been discussed within the IMF. Its final report 

on the SBA states that the decision weighed the addi-

tional financial risks taken against the reputational 

risk of not supporting a member “with a proven track 

record of implementing Fund programs”.170 In fact, 

however, it is likely that there is a very different 

reason for the Fund to approve new agreements with 

Egypt without insisting on a withdrawal of the mili-

tary from the economy: If a country such as Egypt – 

which the Fund has supported for years in such an 

exceptional way with loans – defaults, this would 

not only cause considerable financial damage. Also 

criticism of the lending policy of the IMF is likely to 

grow among important donors.171 IMF officials are 

well aware of this; it is therefore unlikely that they 

would be willing to risk a scenario in which a new 

loan agreement does not materialise because the 

political leadership in Cairo considers the underlying 

conditions to be too strict. It is therefore all the more 

important that the European countries take a clearer 

stance in debt negotiations with Egypt. While their 

importance as creditors of the country has declined 

significantly in recent years in terms of direct lending 

(see Figure 2, p. 15), they still play an important role 

in international financial institutions and develop-

ment banks, not least in the IMF itself. The countries 

of the euro area alone control more than 21 per cent 

 

169 IMF, Total IMF Credit Outstanding, Movement from August 

01, 2022 to August 15, 2022, https://www.imf.org/external/ 

np/fin/tad/balmov2.aspx?type=TOTAL. 

170 IMF, Arab Republic of Egypt: Ex-Post Evaluation of Excep-

tional Access under the 2020 Stand-By Arrangement – Press Release; 

Staff Report; and Statement by the Executive Director for Arab Repub-

lic of Egypt (Washington, D.C., July 2022), 35, https://www.imf. 

org/en/Publications/CR/Issues/2022/07/25/Arab-Republic-of-

Egypt-Ex-Post-Evaluation-of-Exceptional-Access-Under-the-

2020-Stand-By-521257. 

171 The same applies to development banks such as the 

European Bank for Reconstruction and Development, for 

which Egypt has become the second most important country 

of operation in recent years. See European Bank for Recon-

struction and Development (EBRD), Egypt Country Strategy 

2022–2027 (London, February 2022), 9, https://www.ebrd. 

com/documents/strategy-and-policy-coordination/egypt-

country-strategy.pdf. 
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of the voting rights in the Fund, and thus have a 

significant say in its lending policies.172  

3. The instrumentalisation of debt policy for power politics 

and excessive police-state repression reinforce each other. 

Debt policy creates the financial leeway to maintain 

a repressive state apparatus – a connection that was 

already shown in broad terms in a report for the UN 

General Assembly prepared by the UN’s independent 

expert on foreign debt and human rights.173 The 

Egyptian case confirms the conclusion of this report 

in an almost impressive manner. The lending to date 

has promoted the consolidation of power of the Sisi 

regime, and thus at least encouraged serious human 

rights violations. Tens of thousands of political pris-

oners and a dramatic number of death sentences and 

executions even by Egyptian standards are an expres-

sion of this development. The instrumentalisation of 

debt policy for the purposes of power politics is thus 

also a challenge for a values-based foreign policy, the 

importance of which is repeatedly emphasised by 

the German government.174 

Conversely, police-state repression facilitates the 

instrumentalisation of debt policy for power politics. 

The lack of separation of powers gives the political 

leadership a free hand in borrowing and spending. 

Public debates on debt policy are impossible because 

any independent civil society organisations are sup-

pressed, and the press is largely brought into line. 

Finally, the implementation of economic reforms, 

demanded by donor countries and institutions, can 

hardly be adequately monitored from the outside. 

Even if the IMF were to insist more strongly than it 

has so far on dismantling the military economy, this 

would hardly bring the desired results under the 

given political conditions. At least this conclusion is 

 

172 Drazen Rakic, The International Monetary Fund: 15th Gen-

eral Review of Quotas (Brussels: European Parliament, April 

2019), 2, https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/ 

BRIE/2019/631059/IPOL_BRI(2019)631059_EN.pdf. 

173 See United Nations Human Rights Council (UNHRC), 

Report of the Independent Expert on the Effects of Foreign Debt and 

Other Related International Financial Obligations of States on the 

Full Enjoyment of All Human Rights, Particularly Economic, Social 

and Cultural Rights, A/HRC/28/59 (Geneva, 22 December 2014), 

https://www.ohchr.org/sites/default/files/HRBodies/HRC/ 

RegularSessions/Session28/Documents/A_HRC_28_59_ENG.doc. 

174 See, e.g., German Federal Foreign Office, “Speech by 

Foreign Minister Annalena Baerbock on the Occasion of Her 

Inauguration at the Federal Foreign Office”, Berlin, 8 De-

cember 2021, https://www.auswaertiges-amt.de/en/news 

room/news/baerbock-handover/2500506. 

suggested by past privatisation phases, which were 

accompanied by corruption and mismanagement. 

It will thus hardly be possible to achieve a funda-

mental change in Egypt’s debt policy solely through 

the economic conditioning of future lending. Not 

only for human rights considerations, but also for 

functional reasons, Germany and its European part-

ners should therefore use their own creditor position 

vis-à-vis Cairo as a lever to demand an end not only 

to the military’s interference in the economy but also 

to the comprehensive police-state repression. Such 

demands from the European side are on the table and 

have repeatedly been raised publicly, such as before 

the UN Human Rights Council in March 2021. How-

ever, they are likely to remain largely ineffective if 

they are not tied to the EU’s own lending policy. 
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